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Showdown in the South

Kevin Legg heads the ball past Indiana's Brandon Ward. USD followed Legg's lead
as they triumphed 2-0 over Indiana to head past the Hoosier's into the Final Four.

Victories over UCLA and Indiana land USD in
Davidson, N.C. for the NCAA men's soccer Final Four.
by B. Homan & T. Tischer
Sports Editor and Assistant

In order to be the best, you have
to beat the best. That is easier said
than done.
The USD men's soccer team can
not call itself the best just yet, but
with its two victories over UCLA
and Indiana, respectively, in the
NCAA Tournament, the Toreros
beat the top two soccer programs in
the country.
Since 1980, Indiana and UCLA

have won more games than any
other Division I teams in the coun
try. Indiana has230 victories, while
UCLA has 213.
Now the Toreros move on to the
Final Four in Davidson, N. C. They
will have to Find a way to beat
Davidson on its home field.
Davidson comes into the game
off three close victories. In the first
round of the tournament, Davidson
knocked off UNC-Charlotteon pen
alty kicks.

Penalty kicksdecided Davidson's
second-round victory as well. They
defeated Coastal Carolina. The
Wildcats went into their third-round
match against the Wolfpack from
N.C. State and escaped with a 1-0
victory in overtime.
In contrast to Davidson, USD
won their contests in regulation.
Going into the UCLA contest on
Nov. 22, the Toreros were confi-

Torero goalie Scott Garlick gets a lift from his team
mates Toby Taitano, Chugger Adair and Tom Tate after
he lifted USD to a shutout game against Indiana.

see NCAA on page 13

Singleton cancelled Bleak market for graduates
by Mele Feazell
Managing Editor

zations. He was then going to
speak with USD students about
the "Complexity of Inner City
ton, director of "Boy* *N the Life" and attend a reception.
Singleton, who has been work
Hood," cancelled Iris visit to USD
scheduled for Dec.7, according to ing on a movie in Los Angeles,
Adam Beebe, director of AS informed AS that he was unable
toattendthe dinner and reception,
Speakers Bureau.
AS had drawn up a contract but would still speak for the same
with Singleton in August for hint amount of money. Despite negoto have dinner withselect organi
see SPEAKER an page 3

by Tanya Kuzyk
Vista staff

So, what are you going to do after
graduation?
This is a typical question for se
niors heard casually over beers at
the Pennant, demanded by probing
parents and relatives, mockingly
asked by underclassmen, those
lucky enough to need one more
semester and asked desperately by

fellow graduating seniors.
For graduating seniors the com
mon query is a dreaded one, and the
usual glib answers include: "Going
out to dinner with my parents,"
"Nothing" and "Going back to
school!"
Statistics show that this year's
transition forgraduates into the "real
world" will be even more difficult.
Not including the 1.4 million bright-

eyed, eager students who will gradu
ate from college this year, the job
market is already glutted with nearly
one million unemployed managers
and professional workers whose job
less rate has increased 60 percent in
the last two years, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
This growing pool of unemployed
see JOBS on page 3
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NOTICES

SPORTING GOODS

Everyone attending these shows will receive
coupons good for a $25 gift certificate with a $100
purchase at Sport Chalet and $12 off an adult
midweek lift ticket at Snow Summit!

The VISTA is published Thursdays during the school year, breaks excepted. It is
written and edited by USD students and funded by advertising and subscription
revenues they generate. Advertising material published is for informational
purposes only, and is not to be construed as an expressed or implied endorsement
or verification of such commercial ventures by the staff or the University.

AS Calendar of Events
Thursday Dec. 3
Senate Meeting 11:30 am UC 107
Comedy Night 8-10 pm UC Forum AB
Headliner: Tony Robinson
Middle: Rich Natole
MC: Jason Orlando

Friday Dec. 4
8:30 pm UC Grille

Monday Dec. 7
"Price is Right" trip 11:00 am

Celebration of the Chinese New Year
Cafeteria 5-7 pm

Saturday Dec. 5
9:30 am UC Grille

Film Forum Night on Earth
8:30 pm UC Forum AB

Wednesday Dec. 9

Film Forum Night on Earth

College Bowl

Sunday Dec. 6

Friday Dec. 11
The Nutcracker
tickets on sale at the Box Office

Be There!
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News
Update
AROUND
THE
WORLD
• A report issued by the General Accounting
Office, an investigative branch of Congress,
accused Jordan of offering weapons as well
as Israeli and Western intelligence data to
Iraq during the Persian Gulf War. G AO has
also cited continuing U.S. commercial mili
tary sales to Jordan in spite of a comprehen
sive ban of all military trade with that coun
try. The reportfurther asserted that the Bush
Administration may have been more lenient
towards Jordan than it had publicly disclosed
and that Iraq may have benefitted from the
relationship between the U.S. and Jordan
during the Gulf Crisis.

ABOUT
THE
NATION
• In response to Somali warlords hampering
the distribution of food aid in famine-plagued
Somalia, the United States announced Thurs
day that it would offer as many as 30,000
troops to help the United Nations protect aid
convoys. The move is a complete reversal of
earlier policies that stated the U.S. would
seek minimal involvement in the war-torn
country. If Boutros Boutros-Ghali, the Sec
retary General of the UN, gives the OK, an
estimated 6,000 troops from the Army's 82nd
Airborne would be ready to move within 24
hours.

ACROSS
THE
STATE
• A tremor measuring 5.4 on the Richter scale
rumbled through Southern California Friday
around 8 a.m. Scientitsts determined that it
was an aftershock resulting from the Land
ers-Big Bear earthquakes last June. No inju
ries were reported, but the aftershock did
cause a rockslide on a mountain highway and
scattered damage to homes near the epicenter
in the Big Bear Lake area.
• An investigation into the distribution of
school lunch funds in the Newport-Mesa
District has revealed that chief fiscal officer
Stephen E. Wagner diverted over $786,000
into a secret slush fund. Evidence indicates
that some of the money could have been
federal public funds.

CHRISTMAS FAIR
Need to buy a Christams
present? Beautiful gifts from
the Developing Nations will be
available for all your family
and friends. Precedes from your
purchase will directly benefit
the artisans of these nations.
Stop by in front of the UC on
Thursday, Dec. 3.

WORK STYLES
Dr. Mary A. Powers of Strategies
forOrganizations presents "Under
standing Work Style Differences:
Using the MBTI in Work Groups,"
part of the USD Mini-Management
Series in the Manchester Executive
Conference Center at 6 p.m. on
Dec. 3. Contact Continuing Edu
cation, 260-4644.

COOL CONFERENCE
The AS Community Service
Committee invites USD stu
dents to apply for a position to
attend the1993 COOL National
Conference on Student Com
munity Service in UrbanaChampagn, 111., between March
23-25. Application deadline is
Dec. 11. Call 260-4798 for
applications.

SEASONS OF LOVE
The USD Department of Fine Arts
presents "Seasons of Love,"a USD
Opera-Musical Theater directed by
Jack Lasher in Shiley Theatre on
Dec. 6 at 2:30 p.m.

• JOBS

continued, form page 1

executives and white-collar professionals
make the situation much worse for graduat
ing seniors. "The hidden job market is the
only job market," said Todd Barthold, an
executive who was recently laid off. "I don't
expect to find my next job advertised in the
newspaper."
The U.S. has lost two million jobs and
nearly one-third of the nation's entry-level
positions in the recession. The National
Federation of Independent Business reports
that hiring among small companies is weak.
The current job market has been decimated
by layoffs, cutbacks and bankruptcies. Re
ports indicate that from now through 2005,
college graduates who attempt to enter the
workforce will meet even more intensified
competition and bleakprospects. As recently
as October, a recession-high unemployment
rate of 9.8 percent struck California, accord
ing Thomas P. Nagle, director of California's
Employment Development Department.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics and the
National Center for Education Statistics re
port that the number of jobs requiring college
degrees is increasing much more slowly than
the number of 22-year-olds with college de
grees. What this means is that the number of
graduates accepting positions which do not
require a degree will rise nearly lOpercent
above the rate for the period between 19841990.
College placement officials say that the
class of '92 was better prepared to face the
grueling job market than any other previous
class. Students this year will be even more
prepared as they are flocking to the counsel
ing center, practicing in mock on-campus
interviews and resume critiques
USD's counseling center suggests making
resumes more impressive by volunteering at
non-profit organizations, completing intern
ships and working abroad.
Another powerful tool in locating a job is
networking. Fifty to 70 percent of all jobs are
found by what many books call "Looking for
Uncle Harry."
"It seems like the only way to get a job is
to know a friend who knows a friend whose
sister knows a friend," complained one USD
senior. Executives suggest letting everyone
know that you are looking for a job and ask
everyone, not for a job, but for names of

POETRY READING
Tuesday, Dec. 8 from 1:30-4:30
MFA will hold a poetry reading in
Sacred Heart 104.

S.A.E.S.O.
A support group for gay, lesbian
and bisexual undergraduates. Meet
ings are held Wednesday evenings
at 7 p.m. For more information call
x2227.
COLLEGE BOWL
Teams of four will come together
Saturday, Dec. 5 at 9:30 a.m. to
answer questions from all areas of
interest. Winners will represent
USD at the Regional Competition
in Fresno Feb. 1993. Registration
deadline is extended to Dec. 3 at 5
p.m. There is a $15 fee per team.
For more information call Ann
Maulhardt in AS Academics at
x4715. Teams are allowed one
graduate student on the team. Indi
viduals that wish to participate can
also be assigned to a team.

people who can help you along in the job
search.
After countless resume revisions, inter
views and rejection letters, many students
have resigned themselves to earning little or
nothing while waiting for the recession to
pass. Graduate schools are being flooded
with applications. Organizations such as the
Peace Corps and Teach America are report
ing record numbers of applicants. The Peace
Corps has received over 800 telephone calls
every day and nearly 60,000 applications had
been filed as of May this year, according to
Elaine L. Chao, director of the Peace Corps.
As a last-ditch resort many of these gradu
ates are moving home. Census reports show
that 75 percent of males 18 to 24 years of age
still live at home.

•SPEAKER
continued from page t

Rations made by AS, Singleton refused to
speak for a reduced fee.
"AS felt drat the funds used to get
Singleton to speak could be better used,"
saidBeebe.
The money that was to be used for
Singleton will be transferred tothe Spring
semester's budget "We are definitely
going to get a big speaker for next semes
ter," said Beebe.
No figures were disclosed by the AS
Speakers Bureau for Singleton's fees.

ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN BECOMING AN
APPRENTICE TEACHER

The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures invites you to
attend a brief informational meeting to learn more about this exciting
position.

Tuesday, December 8
Camino 101
12:15 - 1:15

If you decide that this is the job for you, you will need to attend our
training workshop which begins on Tuesday, January 26 at 10:00 a.m.
in Camino Hall, room 101. Intensive training takes place over a period
of several days, with each session building on the techniques learned in
previous ones. Further information will be advertised in the VISTA and
will be posted around campus.
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Editorials • Commentary • Analysis • Letters
t could be a long four years
for Americans who dare to
think that foreign affairs are
/
somewhat important for the coun
try. They should have known better
when Bill Clinton's tedious accep
tance speech at the Democratic con
vention contained only three sen
tences about the outside world.
Now, word comes from Little Rock
that a Clinton aide boldly an
nounced, "It's someone Kohl from

Michael
Ward
Germany" when the Chancellor of
the Federal Republic of Germany
called. One wonders if British Prime
Minister John Major will become
"some army officer with a funny
accent"
Besides these promising signs for
the future, the Los Angeles Times
ran an article entitled "Clinton
Foriegn Policy Geared to Crisis
Deferral." It appears that Bill
Clinton only wants change in the
United States. Any change abroad
is to be put on hold until he allows
for it Clinton had advisers draw up
papers on where trouble could come
from overseas. Apparently, they
saw Iraq as the main threat since
Clinton issue a veiled warning to
Saddam Hussein not to muck about
with Pres. Bush during the
interregnum. Saddam's response
to the election was to fire shots in
the air and attend mass celebra
tions. Mr. Clinton, I do not think
Saddam will try anything before
Jan. 21; it's after Jan. 21 that wor
ries me. The election was fought
over "change." Bill Clinton prom
ised "change" in domestic affairs,
the economy and foreign affairs.

AAOIlOd
IU9HU0J
1VHJUI
Clinton's upside-down logic

There is one problem: He has al
ready backed out of his campaign
statements on international policy.
He said he would be more assertive
in dealing with the war in the
Balkans.
Following the election Clinton
appeared at a news conference and
neglected to mention what his new
insight into the Sarajevo siege was.
He also forgot to mention all the
assistance he promised to provide
the Russians. Radio Free Asia, a
good proposal to beam pro-democ
racy programs into China, also failed
to make the starting lineup. Instead,
Clinton offered extremely vague
stands on cutting Russian nuclear
weapons (no change from ReaganBush), limiting the spread of

nuclear, chemical and biological Why prevent or handle easily today
weapons (no change from Reagan- what can become a major problem
Bush), promoting peace in the or war tomorrow? Evidently, Mr.
Middle East (no change from
Reagan-Bush) and trade (no change
from Reagan-Bush). When asked
by reporters if Clinton would have
any foreign policy initiatives in the
near future, a Clinton adviser re Clinton does not want one of those
nasty overseas incidents affecting
plied, "Good question."
This sounds a great deal like the his economic plans. Who wants to
sweeping change we heard so much deal with a possibly nuclear-armed
about. Either Clinton will do noth North Korean tyrant when you can
ing or he will maintain those ter shove him off to the side?
Mr. Clinton, there was once a
rible Reagan-Bush policies.
The interesting part of this story liberal who came into office during
is how Clinton's foreign policy plans a time of great economic turmoil.
are not being drawn up to avoid, That man, however, also noticed
manage or win crises. The master the outside world ana pursued an
plan for change is to defer crises. active foreign policy. For some odd

reason, he felt dictators and inva
sions might affect the United States
and the economy he was trying to
fix. The man was Franklin
Roosevelt, who during the Great
Depression aided the United King
dom in stopping tyrrany. Ulti
mately, FDR got involved in a nasty
thing overseas called the Second
World War. He realized onecannot
have a sound economy when one's
interests are threatened abroad.
The whole idea of deferring cri
ses is one of the most inane ideas
ever. How is the Clinton adminis
tration going to manage to control
when crises occur? Will there be a
crisis reservation center? "No, I'm
sorry. The Algerian fundamental
ists have booked November for a
revolution, Mr. Mitterand. But, we
have room in January for a trade
war."
Mr. Clinton, you do not plan on
deferring crises. You either try and
stop them from happening or deal
with them as quickly as possible.
If deferral is really your chosen
policy, this country is in big trouble.
You have aides who have never
heard of major European leaders,
You don't seem to have any idea
about what you want to do. All we

Why prevent today what can be
come a major crisis tomorrow?
hear is"change." Well, change this
irrational deferral policy. Thisisn't
the Vietnam War draft again you
know. If one person defers the
draft, the military can still fight. If
a country defers a crisis, it usually
suffers heavily. Take a lesson from
sports,Mr.Clinton. Ifanicehockey
team delays (defers) the game, it is
penalized. The same applies for
countries. Don't put this country in
the penalty box for four years.

Please, give Bill Clinton a chance
His critics should relent until the president-elect takes office
The United States of America
needs a charismatic leader. For
the past 12 years, the American
people have had to live with outof-touch leaders and top-heavy
executive policies rooted in
exploiting loopholes and manipu
lation.
Bill Clinton is a far cry from the
past. He is young, energetic and
intelligent. His innovative poli
cies focus on realistic solutions to
serious problems that have been
either entirely ignored or ne
glected by George Bush and
Ronald Reagan. Above all, he
recognizes that the United States'

VISTA Editorial
most important resource is its
citizens, not an elite core of politi
cians and wealthy businessmen.
Still, there are those who doubt.
Many people consider Clinton's
foreign policy experience nonexist
ent. Consider, though, that Clinton
has consulted both George Bush
and Ronald Reagan on this issue.
Only an arrogant fool would walk
into the White House thinking he
knows everything.
Economically, Clinton's plan
focuses on the American people. If
Reagan and Bush want to take

credit for the fall of the Berlin Wall
and the fall of Communism, they
should also admit that 12 years of
trickle-down have failed miserably.
Not only does he have the support
of countless businessmen, but he
has gained the endorsement of the
Silicon Valley business community,
further proof that his policies will
work.
Finally, we have a president who
recognizes that the environment is
not only a legitimate domestic issue
but that it has become a matter of
important foreign policy.
No one can claim that the past
twelve years of Republican rule

have solved homelesness,
environmental degradation,
inner city decay and racial
tension in this country. Critics
should reserve their comments
until Clinton has actually taken
office.
No one is saying that he has
all of the answers, but let's give
him some time in office before
we condemn him to failure.
Even George Bush had the
vision to call for unity in
America for the new administra
tion. It seems, however, that
some of his supporters just
weren't listening.
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• OPINION BLIPS & BITES •

Everyone remembers how Clinton promised before the election
to reduce the defecit, right? Now read a recent New York Times
headline: "Liberals advise Clinton to raise defecit spending." A
new kind of Democrat, huh?
"When Hillary Clinton leaves office in four or eight years, she
wants to have a strong record of accomplishment"
-Eleanor Clift of Newsweek, on Nightline
The French have been burning anything they can find that
symbolizes America or Britain to express their anger over the EC
farm subsidies dispute. Perhaps they have forgotten what hap
pened from 1914 to 1918 or on June 6,1944.
"At least we're honest about the commentary we do on this show,
whereas the others call it 'reporting.'"
-TV personality Rush Limbaugh, on his late-night show

Letters to the Editor
Honor code
Ed. Note: This is an open letter
to Dr. Elizabeth Cobbs, chair of
the Honors Program.
This letter is in regards to your
and the Honor Committee's
decision to establish a require
ment that students in the program
maintain a 3.5 grade point
average.
I was in the honors program at
my high school for all four years.

While I did not fail any courses, I
also did not have anywhere near a
3.5 GPA. If you, Dr. Cobbs and
your esteemed committee, look
back at my records, you will find
that although my GPA was
considered as one criterion for
acceptance into the program, so
were other factors: school
participation, community involve
ment and a formal essay.
Unlike a great majority of
honors students, I am working
full-time to put myself through
college. Although my grades
might suffer, which I doubt
strongly, at least I am earning
practical knowledge and invalu
able experience in my field of
study — something your program
does not even attempt to offer.
Finally, your reason for the
GPA requirement: "Those
students graduating with honors
have fully earned the distinction."
I am deeply insulted and disap
pointed in your emphasis on
grades rather than on the student
as a whole. I am more than a
mathematical equation, Dr.
Cobbs. If it is your goal to foster
such an elitist-snobbish attitude,
then it is with great pleasure that I
resign from your so-called
"Honors Program." I know what
kind of student and person I am,
Dr. Cobbs, and I don't need a
pathetic label — such as Honor
Student — to affirm it.
This resignation will be
effective as of Dec. 27,1992.
NATALIE G. BREWER

AIDS epidemic
I was appalled when I read the
article about AIDS in the Nov. 19
issue of the VISTA. ("Hetero
sexual AIDS") I agree that it is

important that the public be
informed with the correct infor
mation on AIDS, but I also think
that it is terribly misleading to
present these statistics in a format
that is encouraging the public to
be less careful. I was very
surprised that there was no
mention anywhere in this article
that people still need to be very
careful about their sexual prac
tices. As misleading as some of
the information given to the
public is, it is still extremely
important that people continue to
practice safe sex either by using a
condom or abstaining. I also fail
to see how going from 160 cases
of teenage AIDS cases in 1990 to
170 in 1991 is an improvement,
as stated in the article. That is an
increase, not a decrease. Even if
this is a misprint and the statistics
should have been reversed, I
cannot see the joy in the differ
ence of 10 cases. The article
states, "For a heterosexual
epidemic to exist, old cases must
produce new cases at a high ratio.
When it takes four HIV-positive
males to produce one female
infection, and 72 female cases to
produce one male infection, there
is no epidemic." In this day and
age where sexual promiscuity is
commonplace, I think a four-toone ratio for a woman to contract
AIDS is very high.
I think what the public needs to
focus on is that AIDS is an
epidemic, and it is not important
what kind of epidemic it is
labeled as. What is important is
that education about the disease
continues so that perhaps in the
future it will no longer have to be
considered an epidemic. I hope
that all who read this article had
the good sense to know how
important it is to continue to
practice safe sex.
KIRSTI SERAFINE

Communication
Freshman

Humor me!
Off Beat has got to go. Two
years ago, when I first started
attending USD, students and
faculty alike were attempting to
do the same thing that I want to
do today. The difference between

two years ago and today is that
Off Beat was funny: too funny
for many of the uptight, humor
less, "holier than thou" attitudes
that unfortunately still roam our
campus today. Off Beat was
labeled crude and offensive, and
therefore should not have been
put out with AS funds. Well,
offensive or not, it was still
funny.
One would think that Off Beat
would continue to thrive and
grow now that the VISTA is a
separate entity from AS, but
exactly the opposite has hap
pened: a digression from humor
to wasted space.
No longer attaining its "cult
status" of yesterday, I see two
options: 1. Drop the Off Beat
section entirely, or 2. Find
someone funny to write it It's as
simple as that. Unfortunately,
Kent Sligh, Scott Petri and Mark
Wadia have all moved on to
bigger and better things, but I'm
sure that there's someone out
there who can bring Off Beat
back to its humorous roots.
True, on any given Thursday
you can see people snickering
while reading Off Beat, but what
Bill McGowan and his cronies
fail to see is that we're laughing
at them, not with them.
Apparently, when Sligh, Petri
and Wadia left, so did originality,
cleverness and wit. Off Beat's
jokes are old, repetitive and tired
... let them rest in peace —
please! I can't even remember
the last time that I read a "Top
Seven" list that had any merit to
it whatsoever, and as for "Shal
low Thoughts," by Tom, Dick
and Harry Handey, I have two
words: shallow minds. I would
also like to know exactly how
many "fake" ads you can put in
each issue? These pointless
additions seem to do no more
than take up costly space.
As for the rest of the VISTA and
its staff, I extend my congratula
tions on making the VISTA better
than it was two years ago. It's
expanded, more organized, more
thorough and for the most part,
rather informative to the people
of the USD community.
But c'mon, guys — do we
really need these two pages of

"filler" at the end of each issue?
We used to call it hilarious, now
it's just called toilet paper.
JAYSON A. LIZARDO

Junior
Communication

SEAC statement
As president of USD's Student
Environmental Action Club
(SEAC), formerly the Conserva
tion Club, I would like to say I am
thrilled to see more USD students
becoming involved in the envi
ronmental crisis. I am talking in
particular about the AS environ
mental senators. But there are
several things that Joe Brenckle
left out of his article about the
improving recycling situation;
like who has been in contact with
and has pressured both Physical
Plant and Waste Management to
expand the recycling program for
the last five years? The Conser
vation Club, and now SEAC USD's only environmental
organization. There continues to
be success in this area because we
are supportive of their program
and are constantly offering them
advice, new ideas and student
input.
Lisa Schremp, SEAC's new
vice president, has done an
excellent job in working with
Physical Plant and Waste Man
agement, and I would like to say
congratulations to her and all
members of the club for continu
ing to do their best to raise
environmental awareness at USD.
My one wish is that those
concerned about our earth and our
campus would take me up on my
repeated offers to be a part of
SEAC so we can all work
together, rather than work
separately on random committees.
It is not necessary to attend every
SEAC meeting; I propose a
monthly meeting where all
students from different organiza
tions and walks of life gather to
discuss our planet's and campus'
environment.
There is great strength in
numbers, and if all those truly
interested in making this world a
better place to live would join
together, we could get a lot more

done in a lot less time.
Meetings are every other
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in Camino
119 and are open to anyone
interested in environmental
issues. We have also expanded
the club this past semester to
include animal rights and we
really need a compassionate
animal lover to take over that
office. SEAC also has a table
every other Thursday outside the
UC; we provide information from
the rain forest to recycling, and
we always have petitions that
need to be signed.
LORYNJOHNSON

Senior

Write to us!
The VISTA welcomes letters to the
Editor. Any correspondence should
be in before noon oh Monday for
printing that upcoming Thursday.
Bring it to the VISTA office (down
stairs in the UC). They should be
typed and be no more than one page
in length. Letters must include a
phone number for verification pur
poses, but names can be withheld
upon request. We reserve the right
to edit submissions for length and
clarity.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
You may notice that
there is only one column
in this week's opinion
section. This is obvi
ously not the best situa
tion for this section.
Opinion relies on a di
versity of views. If the
VISTA does not receive
a range of views, it can
not print a cross section
of student thought. If
you would like to see
this trend change, you
must do your part. Sub
mit an opinion piece for
next week or next se
mester.
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Twenty-five million Americans can't

• This means 10
percent of our coun
try is illiterate.
Even worse, 1 in 5
Americans is func
tionally illiterate.
by Matt Morgan
Staff Writer

Can you read this? Twenty-five
million Americanscan't Given the
current U.S. population of 250 mil
lion, ten percent of all Americans
are illiterate, 20 percent of the en
tire adult population. In local terms,
try to imagine 600 USD students
being unable to read this article. It
would at first seem difficult to be
lieve that the problem of illiteracy is
so large, but considering the many
factors involved, these numbers are
not so surprising after all.
The problem of fighting illiteracy
effectively is twofold. On the one
hand, illiteracy itself breeds other
problems.
Illiterate people are more likely

to turn to a life of crime and/or
substance abuse in order to instill in
themselves a false sense of accom
plishment It thus stands to reason
that a decrease in illiteracy will al
most inevitably lead to a subse
quent drop in crime as well.
The other problem that must be
overcome in the fight against illit
eracy is the fact that not only is
every facet of society afflicted with
this problem, but the numbers of
illiterates are quickly growing due
to the great influx of immigrants
who come into the U.S. without
knowing the language.
The literacy problem is further
compounded by schools that pass
and graduatestudents who have not
achieved acceptable standards of
literacy.
The obvious question is: What is
the U.S. doing tocombat this"phan
tom epidemic?" Several promising
programs are in effect, but all must
overcome theaforementioned stum
bling blocks if they are to succeed.
Current programs only reach about
five to ten percent of those in need,
but help is on the way. In July 1991,
President Bush signed into law the

National Literacy Act, which allo typically have great difficulty per responsibility of the volunteer or
cates SI billion over the next four forming simple jobs,although many ganizations that run them. Ad
years for literacy research and pro still manage to hold down a job. vances have been made in the
grams. It currently has not been in Literacy programs at the workplace past few years, but there is still a
effect long enough to gauge its rate meet with higher degrees of reten great deal to be done. At the
of success, although it looks very tion than do similar programs at current rate, the next generation
community colleges, where the drop will have a higher rate of illit
promising.
In addition, the Barbara Bush out rate can beas high as80 percent. eracy than ever. Obviously, this
Foundation for Family Literacy
The problem of illiteracy has trend mustbe stopped. The United
provides funding for literacy pro never received sufficient funding States must deal with the prob
grams around thecountry. Its grants from the government. These pro lem of illiteracy quickly. If we do
range in size from $14,000 to grams have traditionally been the not, it threates to destroy us.
$50,000, and it boasts a complete
fund of over $500,000.
Programs have been devel
44 percent of Americans will not
oped for prisoners, migrant
workers, and the heavily
read even one book this year.
illiterate South. But so
far, the most success
56 percent of illiterate adults are under the age of
ful programs have
50 and 35 percent are in their twenties and thirties.
been those dealing
with so-called
"functional illit
60 percent of America's prisoners and more than oneeracy." That is,
third of welfare mothers are functionally illiterate.
people who gener
ally have some de
70 percent of the functionally illiterate did not finish
gree of reading abil
high school.
ity, but not enough
to understand a news
paper or bus schedule.
Illiteracy costs the U.S. $2.25 billion in
People with this affliction

USD Literacy Corps
M Student volunteers
break the cycle of
illiteracy
by Jennifer Doroinelli
Staff Writer

Functional illiteracy is the inability of an
individual to use reading, writing, speaking
and basic computational skills in order to
meet the demands of everyday situations in
today's society.
There is no single reason for adult illit
eracy. The illiterate may have left school
early, have a learning disability, have a
physical or emotional disability or simply
was unready to learn at hte time reading
instruction began.
Illiteracy is a very significant problem in
the United States as a whole. But when
determining where your role to help fits in,
it is much easier to focus on a smaller area of
the problem ~ right here in San Diego.
Several students at USD have done just
that by volunteering their time and service
for the USD Literacy Corps. The USD
Literacy Corps has four programs of volun
teer opportunities, each with a unique pur
pose.
The Family Learning Center is run on
Mondays and Wednesdaysin the University
Canyon at a low-income public-housing
complex. Individuals are matched with a
family and they tutor either in die center or
in a home. Studentsactasmodelstoexcite
the children about reading and eventually

going to college, while also working with
• the parents to improve their skills. The
students involved in the program go to the
LeamingCenter as agroup. They focus not
only on literacyskills, but on broader issues
as well, such as respect for diversity,
"Tutoring really creates a bond between
the volunteer and the family," Real said.
"We are showing the kids especially that
education is of value and we are positively
influencing a family's lives."
Freshman Naomi McAuliffe enjoys help
ing kids who don't have the help they need
fron their parents. "These kids honestly
think they won't succeed," she said. "If you
can help them see that they can succeed,
then your time is well spent. My most
fulfilling reward has been to hear from a
liuie girl's teacher how much she's im
proved since I've been helping her."
The Newcomer's Program is designed to
assist recently arrived refugee and immi
grant children based on their needs. The
children are brought to USD on various
Saturdays and are not only tutored by stu
dent volunteers, but also spend recreational
time in many activities. During the week,
tutors will also assist teachers with their
ESL (English asa Second Language) classes.
The USD Workplace literacy Program
gives student volunteers a chance to tutor
USD employees who are currently enrolled
inaSkillsEnrichmentclass. Theclassesare
run by the Human Resources Department at
USD to help its employees improve their

see CORPS on page 7

lost revenues and productivity each
year.

Do these statistics bother you? They should.
Read on to discover that literacy starts in
the home. It can't wait for the classroom.
by Jennifer Blandford
Staff Writer

Why should these statistics concern liter
ate membersof society? As El izabeth Sulzby
and William Teale, authors of Emergent Lit
eracy: Writing and Reading, explain, "Lit
eracy is a cultural phenomenon. It develops
as society has a need for language communi
cation across time and space. It expands as
society becomes more complex and needs to
perpetuate its history, its economy, its poli
tics, its education, its literature, its religions
and philosophies, its recreation and whatever
other functions it can serve." In order for our
society to continue this type of development,
illiteracy must be reduced.
Because most socializing is found within
the home, the teaching of literacy must begin
within the family unit. In order to understand
why the family is such a vital role in the
development of literacy skills, one must first
understand how children learn to read. The
National Report of the Commission on Read
ing states, "The single most important activ
ity for building the knowledge required for
eventual success in reading is reading aloud
to children." When children (birth to five
years of age) hear stories read aloud and talk
about these stories with an adult, the children
are actually learning to read. Children must
first hear words, then they will speak words,

and from these first two essential steps, they
will learn to read words.
When children are read to by an adult, they
are not only exposed to literature, but they
also acquire an interest in and enthusiasm for
reading and choosing books on their own.
But the schools cannot assume all responsi
bility for fostering this type of education.
Education begins in the home and reading
aloud is an integral part of that process.
Children need and seek adult affection,
interaction, unhurried attention, direction and
influence. Reading aloud is a powerful tool
for parents to accomplish these aspects of
child rearing.
The discussion about the contents of the
book can open avenues of communication
between parent and child. Good communica
tion skills improve family values and bring
families closer together. This process unites,
bonds and creates a feeling of importance for
both parents and their children.
Yet many children face barriers to reading
and communicating within their family unit.
Econom ic factors force many parents to spend
most of their time working just to provide
food and shelter for their children.
Those children for whom English is a
second language face additional challenges.
Many speak one language in the home and

see FAMILIES on page 7
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Project reduces Mission Bay pollution
91 Interceptor project

will benefit Mission
Bay by treating run
off. It will also be a
major hassle for
residents during its
final stages
by Anna Willard
Staff Writer

A giant project along the north stretch of
Morena Boulevard will, at the price of
resident's nerves, improve the condition of
Mission Bay. Unfortunately, for people liv
ing in the area, it is causing major traffic
havoc. A series of pipes and filters are being
installed to intercept most of the pollution
that enters the bay from the storm drains and
drainage ditches around town. Although the
ditches aren't localized enough to notice the
changes, any runoff into a body of water will
have high counts of bacteria, affecting the
fish and animals therein.
This new system is called an interceptor
and the idea, said Marine Biologist of Inver
tebrate Taxonomy Ron Velarde, "Is to pick
up storm and regular run-off and send it to a
sewer treatment plant. It will be getting treated
instead of going directly into the bay."
Three to four years ago, a bond issue was
on the ballot for citizens to help fund the

completion. Since the bond did not pass, the
City has had to take a small amount out of the
rate structure; thus, it is taking more than
twice as long than if the bond had passed. In
addition, 27 miles of the old sewer line in the
area has also had to be replaced, as it was 4060 years old and subject to electrolytic corro
sion from the ground.
In spite of the lengthy construction process
(June '92 to August '93), Senior Marine
Biologist Patty Vainik believes it's worth it.
"The new interceptor is designed to pick up
low flows in the storm drain during the dry
season and handle the heavy, seasonal rains.
Low flows generally consist of heavy animal
waste, petrolium, lawn fertilizer and small
illegal dumps by homes or businesses. In the
past, the interceptor had to be turned off
during heavy rains as it could not process the
large quantity of waste coming in," she said.
Now the sewage will be sent to Pt. Loma to
be treated. Thank goodness for the new inter
ceptor ... regrettably, that may not be the
feeling for residents of the Bay Ho area.
One side of Morena Boulevard is torn up,
leaving a narrow, two-way street tocarry the
heavy traffic each day. "I lived at the beach
last year and the street was torn up in front of
my house there, and now this!" stated an
unidentified USD student. "It can get pretty
dangerous. There isn't even a bike lane."
This dry-weather flow interceptor will be
completed in five phases and phase two will
be completed in Feb., '93 . Phases three and
four have just begun. Karen Henry, senior
engineer of the Water Utilities Dept. for the
City, stated their goal: "To provide an inter
ceptor from storm drains, through a series of

piping and small pump stations." She defines
the interceptor as a "non-point source pollu
tion control to take flow wastes away from
the bay and bay area."
There are 15 scattered monitoring stations
in Mission Bay to give the biologists an idea
of what the bacterial populations do. With
the installation of this improved system, bac
terial counts will decline and the overall
health and well-being of Mission Bay should
rise.
"I'm doing a research project on the pollu
tion in Mission Bay, and I'll never go in
Mission Bay again," said student Mark
Schollaert. He pointed out that the configura
tion of the bay prevents circulation to many
areas. An example is the causeaway from
Fiesta Island to the street. It blocks circula
tion right where Tecolote Creek flows into
the bay. Also, De Anza Cove never gets
flushed out since it is tucked away in a comer.
When asked about the new intercept sys
tem, Schollaert said, "Sure, people are deal
ing with the pollution but they don't seem to
have a solution. So many people want to see
the pollution eliminated, not helped."
Something Vainik felt students should
know is that you,as a student and aconcerned
resident of San Diego, can makea difference.
Write letters and attend public workshops,
lectures and seminars on land development
and coastal commission hearings.
Stand up and be counted! Are you going
to leave wetlands and other endangered
habitats to developers and their lawyers?
There are people who will listen to you and
there is tremendous power in the spoken
word.

uSUB
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English at school. This makes it difficult for
students to learn to read in either language.
Not only do their parents lack the English
skills to help their children with their home
work, but they are reluctant to become in
volved with any aspect of the school because
of their unfamiliarity with and fear of the
system.
Sociologists have found that most parents
in low-incomesituations wanted and expected
their children to complete more education
than they had themselves. But these parents
had little confidence in their own abilities as
teachers of their children. Some parents are
embarrassed when their children watch them
struggle with reading. Others have not learned
how to enjoy learning or spending time with
their children.
The motivational factor of adults wanting
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r
"\
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....
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TUESDAY-FRIDAY
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488-1134

reading, writing and speaking skills. Vol
unteers assist the teachers and work oneon-one with their learners.
The Single Mothers Tutoring Program
runs on Tuesdays and Thursdays at Casa
Maria, an old con vera in San Diego, which
is now a home for single mothers. Students
involved in this program aim at helping the
young mothers learn exactly what they ask
to be taught while teaching them skills on
how to help their children. "Hie program is
fairly new and unstructured but isdevelop
ing quickly.
"Many volunteers feel unmotivated to
go tutor some days because they feel tired
or need to study. Butafterward they feel so
pumped up with energy and excitement
that they have just helped make a differ
ence in someone's life," Mailey said.
"I am incredibly impressed with the
Single Mothers program. It has really
opened my eyes to leave the USD campus
and realize that not everyone can live like
we do," freshman Jennifer Lisenbee re
lated. "It feels so great to just give a little
and be there for the women. They enjoy
even the least bitof attention. I've made so
many friends not only with the volunteers,
but also with the women we tutor."
someone learn to read. If you become a
literacy tutor you will receive academe
credit for flexibility-scheduled opportu
nity full of rewards,|
condition of illiteracyshould have a chance

You can get more informationon any of
these programs by stopping in at the Com
munity Service Center downstairs in the
University Center or by calling 260-4798,
Just one person can make a difference.
to read to their children is why 33 percent of
adults seek to improve their reading skills.
Libraries around the country have reponded
by initiating family literacy programs. Many
of these programs help new adult readers
leam how to tell stories by using picture
books and encourage them to share the storytime experience at home with their children.
In San Diego, The Family Literacy Foun
dation offers three programs aimed at en
hancing literacy among both children and
adults. In one program, The Reading Con
nection, trained volunteers read to children
who live in low-income, subsidized housing
throughout the city. This service provides'a
role model for children and adults and offers
an opportunity for children to become famil
iar with a variety of quality children's litera
ture. Thus, the cycle of illiteracy will be
broken even before a book has been read. But
the most rewarding result is the improved
self-esteem of both parent and child and the
enrichment of time spent together.
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A USD SPOTLIGHT by Jeff Larson

SR. SALLY FURAY
Li 9{o6Ce Lady of Qod, a fine ^Educator, the. Cornerstone
of USD's Strength and L?(ceCCence

A

s I sit on the lawn in front of Camino
and Founders on another beautiful,
sunny afternoon, I see the students
interacting - grasping their educa
tion and nurturing their collegiate lives with
energy and stamina. I know, because I have
attended other universities, that something sets
USD apart from the rest. Is it the beautiful
architecture, the landscape and the locale, or is it
more?
Certainly, it is more. It is the philosophy of
this institution that sets it apart. But moreover,
the administrators who ensure that the institution
carries out its philosophy are what truly make the
difference.

"I've been impressed with her from the
moment I met her. Her and Dr. Hughes
are a pair of dynamic leaders that over
lap and compliment each other unlike
administrators from other institutions.
She's been important for women faculty,
administrators and staff on this campus
— encouraging their professional develop
ment through programs like ACENIP.
Even though she won't be here forever,
she'll be here."
Dr. Cynthia Villis
Dean of Academic Services
reported since 1987

college for women and a Law School. Over the 1950s and
'60s we saw each of them developing separately, each with
its own faculty and cirruculum, and each developing in
quality and size.
Then came the Declaration on Christian Education, one
of the documents approved in 1965 by Vatican Council II
of the Roman Catholic Church, which basically said that

Sr. Furay was born on June 12, 1926 in Omaha, NE.
After being educated in private secondary schools, she
attended Duchesne College; there she decided to enter the
Society of the Scared Heart at Kenwood in Albany, NY in
June of 1944. She received her bachelor's degree in
English from Duchesne in 1949, and her master's degree in
English from the San Fransisco College for Women in
1952.

"She's the finest administrator I've ever
worked with. She's very well organized, a
good listener, and she keeps an open mind.
No one at this university has had as much
impact as she has. She's played a role in
every major facet of the university and we're
really going to miss her."
Dr. Jim Burns
Dean of the School of Business
reported since 1974

Sally Furay at 14, on a weekend fishing trip in
Nebraska (1941).
I know now how fortunate I am to have met and
interviewed the one woman who has had more to do with
this university than anyone. In addition, several of her
associates and those who report to her on a daily basis
gladly gave their impressions of this peerless educator.

"It's been an honor to have her as a wise
and caring mentor. She'll be sorely
missed."
Judy Rauner
Dir. Volunteer Resources
reported since 1985

This June, Sr. Sally M. Furay, R.S.CJ. will resign after
forty-one years as a faculty member and twenty-one years
as USD's Provost and Vice President of Academics.
However, she undoubtedly will continue to be a significant
part of this university for years to come.

The Religious of the Sacred Heart (R.S.C.J.) brought her
to the San Diego College for Women in 1952; however,
she left during the 1953-54 year to complete her doctorate
in English Literature from Stanford. She finished her
doctoral dissertation while back at the San Diego College
for Women and received her Ph.D in 1955.
Continuing to teach English, she became the Academic
Dean for the College for Women in 1967 and remained so
until 1972.

"I've known Sr. Furay for over thirty-five
years, but one of the most significant
times I associated with her was on the
Statement of Students Rights & Responsi
bilities Committee. She was so far ahead
of us all. When the rights of the students
were virtually non-existant, she pressed
that students should be seen as adults
with rights. The document we forged was
in large part attributed to her vision. She
brings out the best in people because she's
so demanding."
Rev. Barry Vinyard

We talked about the university before it merged with the
men's college and how she became Vice President and
Provost. This is what she said:
"When it started, it was set up to be a college for men, a

At 17, Sally Furay decided to join the order (1944).
Catholic institutions should cooperate with each other.
That was all we needed. Although we didn't know it at the
time, these two separate corporations would merge. We
would unite in a mutual sharing of effort. And as we
moved forward in that, the handwriting on the wall became

"I've been most impressed not only with her
energy and dynamics, but with her clear
headed support of academic freedom. She
enhances the national reputation of the
university by her involvement in national
and international Catholic higher educa
tion,"
Dr. Patrick Drinan
Dean of Arts & Sciences
affiliated since 1981

clear. We will have a better institution academically and
financially if we put these things together.
And so from 1967 to 1972, piece by piece, we moved
toward a single institution. And in 1971 Dr. Hughes, who
would be our first President, was appointed."
When I asked about her having accomplished so much
academically and then getting her Law degree at age 45,
she responded:
"Some people arc impressed by their own accomplish
ments, I'm not one of them. You do things because it
helps in what you need to do. I am a Religious of the
Sacred Heart, that's my top priority and it alwav has been.
I didn't need another doctorate, I already had ie. ? .
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photos donated by Sr. Furay

Next we discussed the future of USD. Here's what
she said:
"There's going to be some consolidation. In their
Ten Year Plan set from 1985 to 1995, the Board of
Trustees wanted to keep the head-count just under 6000.
We want to keep class size small, and maintain a strong

"If I have had any success as Dean of the School of
Education, it's because of her guidance
and support. She's been a great mentor
for me. She's one of the few administra
tors who has the gutts to say 'no' when it is
in the best interest of the institution. No
one has an edge on Sally Furay. She's just
a dynamite woman with brain power that
always amazes me."

Dr. Edward DeRoche
Dean of School of Education
reported since 1978

Sr. Furay in 1967 when she was named academic dean
of the College for Women.
knowledge Stanford taught me was great for the class
room, but it wasn't much help for what was coming across
that Dean's desk. I was just trying to get more knowledge
to do my job. I always say that I got out of that Law
School just in time! I graduated on May 27,1972, and on
July 1,1 got my present job as Provost — and the Law
School reports to me! Wouldn't it have been awful to
report to your student?"
As Vice President of Academics, Sr. Furay interviews
all full-time faculty applicants at the university. We talked
about that role, and here are her responses:
"My purpose in doing that is to describe to them the

"I've known her for over a quarter of a
century. She's so organized and intelli
gent. She always puts God first — never
doing anything selfishly. She received
the Mother Rosalie Hill Award for out
standing contribution to USD in 1992, but
she is known throughout the order for her
excellence in Catholic higher education."

interaction between faculty and students. The university
is in a stable enrollment mode now and our quality is
solid. If, for example, a student has a GPA a little lower
than we want, but they did very well their first three
years and then their father or mother died, we take that
into consideration."

"I've been here for twenty years and she's
been a really significant factor in the
growth and development of this univer
sity. She's a very outstanding yet unusual
person. You're looking for some little old
nun who can hardly come out from under
a blanket, but you find an extrordinary
woman who is well known and who has
made a valuable committment to USD."

Mr. Tom Burke
Vice President for Student Affairs
Dean of Students
reported since 1972

"She's a remarkable administrator. I don't
think I've ever worked with any individual
who is intuitively stronger than she is in
management. She's decisive and has a
remarkable insight into human behavior.
As a colleague, as an administrator, I
don't think I could have chosen anyone that I
have ever met who could have done a better
job.
Sr. Furay is deeply spiritual, and very well
read in Theology. I would never question
that her decisions are sincere and in the best
interest of the institution.
I think more than any other person who
has ever been in contact with this university,
she is responsible for it's growth and excel
lence. Period.
She has a very low tolerance for mediocrity
and a sincere concern for the quality of this
place. She has been a mentor for me over the
years, and a friend to myself and my family."

Dr. Author Hughes
President of USD since 1972
I asked Sr. Furay to define 'empower':
"When you empower people, you assist them in reaching
whatever it is that thay can become by creating the climate,
environment and conditions in which they will be able to do
that — that is what education is. So, if someone sends me
something that's sloppy work, that is not worthy of them and
I'll send it back."

"When I explain to my fellow Law School
Deans that my Provost is a nun, lawyer,
feminist and former English Teacher, their
reaction is one of amazement and curiosity.
She's the most extrordinary person I've had
the pleasure to work with or for. Although
we know where she stands on issues, she
always allows the students to think for
themselves — she also carefully analyzes
their writing. We hope to persuade her to
continue teaching here."

Dean Kristine Strachan, J.D.

One of the reasons we chose to do a Spotlight on Sr.
Dean of the School of Law
Furay is because so many students do not know of her
reported since 1989
position or her history at USD. I asked her to respond:
"People aren't going to know who I am by what I do.
I don't think you get to know human beings by reading
Toward the close of the interview, I asked Sr. Furay what
their resume. This is why I interview all full-time
will
fill her calendar in 1993, and beyond. Her reply was that
faculty.
Sr. Helen Lorch R.S.C.J.
she
honestly
did not know. She did state, however, that she
First and foremost, I am a Religious of the Sacred
USD Faculty since 1965
Heart. That's my life
choice, that's who I am. All
those pieces of my life —
nature of the university, what its value system is and what
the Society of the Sacred
its expectations are. I'm looking for 'institutional fit'.
Heart, my relationship with
You don't have to be Catholic, or even Christian. We
have Muslims and Jews who embrace and foster the values God, and my prayer — are
essential to my existence.
of the institution, and we're delighted they're here.
Then,
what I do as a
This university's two fundamental values are: A belief
Religious
of the Sacred
in God, whatever designation people use for Deity.
Heart,
is
I
am an educator.
Secondly, a belief in the dignity of each human being
What you're trying to do
because each one is created by God.
is empower other people.
That's why we have Religious Studies and Philosophy
That's what education really
courses. We're not trying to proselytize people, we're
is. You empower people to
teaching them to think into the meaning of life, into how
reach their full potential,
whatever it is. What this
university hopes to do is get
She's very much like the professor you have
people to realize that they're
in college that has tremendous warmth and
moral decision-makers and
spirit * * doesn't come to class unprethat we all have responsibil
parei
j yoe
ok down the ranks and at
ity for our own lives. That's
the fas , y, tht values run deep — they're
education. You know who
Sr. Sally Furay, 20 years after taking the position of USD's Vice President and
not su
?e. This is a very strong organiza
you are and where you're
Provost, exemplifies commitment.
tion. 'I e biggest contributions Sally and
going."
Art have made is to create an institution
would leave San Diego for the first year as to give her
I told her that some have said she is demanding,
with such consistency."
replacement a fair start in his new position. Beyond that, she
direct and assertive. She responded this way:
Mr. Fred Brooks
wasn't sure.
"I do my homework! I teach Sex Discrimination &
Vice President for Finance &
I find it difficult to say goodbye to Sr. Furay because she
the Law, and I have for eighteen years. I'm a very
Administration
will
be so much a part of this university for years to come.
strong advocate for women's rights. It's much less true
reported since 1992
And
it is apparent by the words of her co-workers that she
now, but in the early '70s, sometimes I'd be the only
exemplifies
much of what this institution is today.
woman on a committee — and they don't really pay
I
think
if
Sr.
Furay were to share one thing with all of you
humans relate to a Deity. That's intellectual and it belongs attention to a woman unless you're better prepared than
in
closing
it
would
be one of her most cherished prayers. It
they are. Which I usually was.
in a cirruculum.
comes
from
the
Old
Testament prophets and simply reads, "Be
v Again, I am an educator. If you're going to empower
If we're valuing human beings, we should not just look
still
and
see
that
1
am
God."
people, then you expect them to rise to their full
at what, where, how and when, but WHY? And that is
potential."
what those disciplines deal with."
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KICK SOME (GR)ASS
IN CAROLINA!
THE VISTA WISHES THE
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM
GOOD LUCK IN THE NCAA
FINAL FOUR.

Soccer Team Picture Identification
Top Row (Left to Right): Assistant Coach Marc Thiebach, Hardy Kalisher, Robert Ducey, Alex Streicek, Roger Lindqvist
Chugger Adair, Darko Dragicevic, Scott Garlick, Kevin Arthur, Scott Farley, Head Coach Seamus McFadden.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Guillermo Jara, David Fullerton, Carlos Gonzales, Jason Baker, Jeff Pillar, Steve Shipley Douc
Barry, Tom Tate, Emile Wakim, Assistant Coach Harry Twedie.
Bottom Row (Left to Right): James Wang, Toby Taitano, David Beale, Matt Gerlach, Kevin Legg, Manny Rodriguez.

NCAA.

DIVISION I MEN'S

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

TOREROS
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Family vacations, running and my time
Late last spring, my parents, myself and a whole lotta luggage
squeezed into a four-door Toyota Camery and toured the Pacific
North West. Up through Weed, California along the 5 to Bend,
Oregon, to my great grandfather's farm in Chewelah, Washington,
and on to Canada.
Back when my younger brother and I were kids, my family
would take vacations every summer. But as we got older, sports,
the quest for spending money and girlfriends began to occupy our
time, and family vacations were no longer "cool."
It had been a long time since I had sat in the back seat of a car,
with my brother next to me, my Dad driving and my Mom playing
her John Denver and Barry Manilow tapes. But even though I had
been on many trips with my family before, this one was different.
I was no longer a child. Not by my own doings, it just kinda
happened. First pubic hair, then a driver's license, a couple W2
forms, I voted, all of a sudden I am almost finished with college,
the pizza boy is calling me"Sir" and my friends are getting married
and having kids. The trip of life sure goes by fast.
It's strange being older now and seeing my parents as people and
not justas "my parents." Hanging out with them on the trip was like
being with two of my college friends who are in love. They kissed
and laughed, told stories, held hands and joked about sex.
My first reaction was, "Woe! Wait a minute, you two are ruining
my image of my parental unit! You are supposed to be old, slow
and boring, not wild, spontaneous and fun." But once I dealt with
the initial shock of my newfound awareness, I began to see the
strength and depth of my parents' relationship. They truly love
each other. I think I always felt, when I was growing up, the love
between them, but I first became consciously aware of it on that trip
late last spring, sittin' in the back seat of the car. Seeing their
relationship and what they had done and accomplished in their
lives so far made me think, "What do I want out of my life?"
What I would like to share with you now is something I scribbled
down on a napkin with a magenta crayon while on that trip.
Timeout! Timeout!! Tiiimmmeooouuuttt!!! Our society is
already way too impersonal, and for me to address you, an
individual who has graciously taken a moment out of her or his
hectic day to read my column, as "you" is only adding to this
problem. Flu apologizes.
Let me start over. Flu's Views take two. What I would like to
share with (please write your name in the space provided)
now is something I scribbled down on a napkin
with a magenta crayon while on that trip.

We stopped in Spokane at my cousin's house for lunch. After
listening to her husband's closed-minded conservative theories on
life while he drained Budweiser after Budweiser, and him telling me
that I am an idealistic, un-American hippie who will go nowhere in
life, I decided to go for a jog. (Ghandi would have been proud, I
chose the nonviolent path.) The following is what I wrote after my
run.
6-8-92: My old running shoes pound the unfamiliar suburban
streets of Spokane. Where should Igo? I turn left on Collen Avenue.
A man is mowing his lawn. He waves to me. I smile and wave back.
People are OK, I think to myself. "Hey, jerk, watch where you are
goin'!" yells a guy on a bicycle as he cuts me off. Maybe people
aren't OK, I say to myself.
I continue to run. The houses are fewer and fewer. My blood is
flowing, my face is warm and I slide my hand through my wet hair.
Up ahead of me are two large brick pillars. It is the entrance to a
cemetery and I decide to explore.
There are pine trees everywhere and thousands of graves. I run
along the paved path. Off in the distance I see a graying man
crouching before a tombstone, his leather shoes submerged in the
freshly cut, lush grass. He gently lays down a small bouquet of red
carnations. "What is going on inside of him?" I think to myself,
seeing the sadness in his face as he holds back his tears. Was it his
wife? His mother? His son? A friend?
Soon the man is far behind me. I venture off the path and begin
to leap the small gravestones. While I am in the air I feel immortal,
but I am always brought back to the earth and death is once again at
my feet.
The gravesend, I stop running and I find myself standing at the rim
of a canyon, the Spokane breeze in my face. I stand where the green
grass of the manicured cemetery ends and the wild yellow grass on
the canyon begins. All through the canyon and off into the horizon
on the other side, pine trees are sprinkled like grains of sand on an
endless beach. Far below is the timeless roar of the river cutting
through the earth, layer after layer after layer.
I wonder how long it has taken the river to sculpt and mold this
crevasse in the earth? My mind becomes as tangled as the string I
used the last time I tried a cat's cradle.

A human's time in this life is so brief. Like Elton John said, "A
candle in the breeze." Or Robin Williams, "Death is nature's way
of saying, 'Your table's ready."'
I turn around and look at the stones (not Mick and Keith).
Thousands of people, their time has past. I walk over to thenearest
grave. "Mr. Kemp, 1889-1961, what did you do with yourtime?"
I say to the ground. I turn to my right. "Mrs. Lucy O'Neil, 19231963, did you enjoy your time? Did you create during your time?
Did you give love? Did you allow others to love you?"
I walk back towards the entrance of the cemetery. I notice that
many of the graves only have one number. "John Prescot, 1959" and "Barbara Emerson, 1944- ." I wonder what they are doing
with their time.
As I walk out, I am mesmerized by a sprinkle that keeps going
around and around, each time spraying a tall pine tree.
The cemetery is only a memory as I begin to roam the Spokane
streets, trying to find my cousin's house (Flu's not real good with
directions). I see a small park with a playground. There are a few
kids playing and I decide to go over and swing.
I sit down on the swing and begin to gently pump my legs. I start
to swing back and forth. I love the feeling of flying through the
air. 1 think back when I was in grade school and we used to swing
so high that we thought we could put our feet in the fluffy white
clouds of the sky.
A little girl about nine-years-old, wearing overalls and a small
patch of dirt on her cheek, walks over to me. She looks at me with
questioning eyes and asks, "Are you a big kid or a little kid?"
I smile and ponder this profound question. "I think I am a little
kid trapped in abig kid body,"I reply. She thinks aboutmy answer
for a few seconds and apparently decides that it's adequate. She
sits down on the empty swing next to me and says, "I like to
swing."
"Me too," I reply.
Until dark, the two of us swing and talk about simple, random
things; the kind of things that are truly important in life. We
discuss favorite ice cream flavors, why the leaves on the trees turn
brown, if it is possible to actually swing around the bar and go
upside down and count the birds on the telephone wire.
What will my epitaph say? I guess whatever the person who
pays for my tombstone wants to put on it But all I know is that
between now and then, I plan on doin' a whole lotta swinging and
havin' many conversations with littlekids - both theones in little
kid bodies and the ones in big kid bodies.

Friday, 4th
NIGHT ON EARTH
(8:30-10:30)
Saturday, 5th
SCHOLARS CONC
(8:30-9:30)
e Courtyard Grille is always open on
weekends from 7pm-12mid
COME AND HAVE FUN WITH US!

ADS • ADS • ADS
CLASSIFIED
RIDE SHARING:

EARN EXTRA INCOME

m> RUDI LUSTI INC.
Service and Sales

INDEPENDENT VOLKSWAGEN A AUDI SPECIALIST

GOING FROM DEL MAR TO SYRA
CUSE, NEW YORK. LEAVING
READING BOOKS
DEC. 18 AFTERNOON. HAVE
$100 or more per title. 24 hour
ROOM FOR ONE PERSON TO
recorded message reveals details.
ACCOMPANY A STUDENT IN SAN
$30,000 / year potential.
Reg. $24.95 -- Genuine German Oil Filter-Castrol GTX Oil |
DIEGO. PLEASE CONTACT:SCOTT
CALL:
• Valid Anytime With This Coupon -- Audi Turbos Slightly Higher •
@ 481-2370 OR CALL JOANNE
1 Coupon Per Customer
(619)-595-3999 Ext.051A
COLLECT @ (315)-623-7335.

[

OIL & FILTER

!

$15.95

i

HOLIDAY TRAVEL SPECIAL

PAID INTERNSHIPS!
(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Free 15 Point Check With This Coupon

Applications/Interviews being
taken now for the best summer
business internship and training
you can find Earn $6-16,000
while managing your branch of
UNIVERSITY PAINTING
PROFESSIONALS
during Summer 1993
Call 1-800-525-5877. TODAY!

Call For Appointment

Specials
• Foil
Highlighting
Touch-up $30
Full Foil
Highlighting $40
• Color

Touch-up $25

Full Color $35
• Perms $30
• Spirals $50
(Long hair extra
all services)

• Relax
Touch-up $30.00
• Curl $40.00

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS & CUTS
(Framesi)

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Ftd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)
268-8865 Mastey, Paul Mitchell, Aveda, Sebastian, etc.
Specials not valid when stylist is requested. Exp. 9/10/92.

College Life
Calls For
Domino's Pizza!

nwirm

TO & FROM AIRPORT

You are cordially invited to the
fa

1992 Commuter Students'
Christmas Open House

fa

Call now for today's best special!

296-2220
NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINO'S

iow You Like Pizza At Home.
Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.

•
•
•
•

Fenced »
Secured Parking
Well Lighted
24 Hr Surveillance

per day
YOU'LL BE GREETED A
TREATED WITH A SMILE

Friday, December 4,1992
11:30 AM - 3:00 PM

5265 Linda Vista Rd.

Only Domino's offers you unconditional Product,
Delivery and Carryout guarantees.

< 5 Minutes from Airport
< Airport courtesy phones

UC 104 AD
fa

fa

WE ACCEPT RESERVATIONS

Bring your invitation for some treats and a
picture with Santa Claus and his Elf.
No PAV.P. needed

"Call Us First. Compare Our Kates" 08)

SAN DIEGC

?
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Men on a mission
The Final Four
USD (18-4)

• NCAA

Duke (16-3-2)

Davidson (19-4-3)

continued from page 1

Virginia (19-2-1)

all games to be played in Davidson N.C.

Guillermo Jara totally confuses the Hoosiers en route to the goal. Jara
scored once in USD's 2-0 Western Regional win over Indiana

dent that they would win. They proved themselves right with
a come- from-behind 2-1 victory over the Bruins.
Forwards Chugger Adair and Guillermo Jara scored for the
Toreros, with Adair scoring the game-winner.
After advancing past the second round of the tournament
for the first time in their history, the Toreros hosted a tradi
tionally powerful Indiana team in the West Region Final on
Sunday.
As was indicative of its last few contests, USD started
slowly. "Wecan'tdothatanymoreif we want to advance any
further," said defender Roger Lindqvist. Neither team could
get much going offensively. At times, the goalkeepers were
the only players touching the ball, kicking the ball the length
of the field back and forth to each other.
Possibly the best shot of the half was when an Indiana
player took a shot that got blocked accidentally by another
Indiana player on its way to the USD goal.
Despite the sloppy play, both teams had a few chances to
score but could not convert. USD goalkeeper Scott Garlick
made a terrific sliding save to snuff out one of Indiana's
opportunities. Both teams combined for seven shots in the
first half as it ended in a 0-0 tie.
USD was a different team in the second haI f . I n t h e opening
minutes, USD took as many shots in a five-minute span as it
did in theentire first half. Adair and Jara were very close with
their shots.
Indiana started to play well, but USD's defense stood
strong. "The defense has been the key for us all year," said
USD coach Seamus McFadden.
Defender Roger Lindqvist made some great plays to lead
the Toreros stingy defense. In their three tournament games,
the Toreros have given up only one goal. "USD's goalkeeper
played well," said Indiana coach Jerry Yeagley.
USD nearly scored when Adair looped the ball over the

see SOCCER on page 14

Toreros slam-dunk the Aztecs in
San Diego City Championships
•Men's Basketball: 85-60 was the final as USD blew past
SDSU for the third straight year.
by Ryan Garcia
Staff Writer
USD men's basketball is off
and running, and began the regu
lar season with a crushing 85-60
victory over the Aztecs of
San Diego State, Tuesday
night at the San Diego
Sports Arena.
The Aztecs have the
edge over the Toreros in
the series with a 16-10
margin. SDSU has not
beaten the USD since
1989 and was looking to
avenge last year's 60-57
defeat.
Both teams showed signs of
first-game nerves, but USD shook
them out faster and was able to

disturb the Aztec's game. The
Toreros were on a mission: to play
intensely for 40 minutes.
"We played very hard and very
intense," said senior Gylan Dottin.

"We were able to
take them out of
their game."

maintained the lead for the majority
of the first half. SDSUcouldnotget
into a steady rhythm as the Toreros
applied a lot of defensive pressure.
The Aztecs were colder than the ice
underneath the Sports Arena'sfloor
as they shot a meager 36
percent from the field in the
first half.
"It all starts on the defen
sive end," said Joe Temple.
"We played aggressive,
which opened up the break."
Running the floor was a
key part of USD's game plan
and will continue to be for
the season, according to
Head Coach Hank Egan.
We thought the break was the

- Gylan Dottin
"We were able to take them out of
their game."
USD controlled the tempo and

see BASKETBALL on page 14

Joe Temple and the Toreros bedazzle the Aztecs 85-60
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Devine and Medley team break record, team
heads off for Speedo Cup in Long Beach
• Swimming: Toreros prepare for the stiff competition of many of the
region's best teams in Long Beach at the Speedo Cup
VISTA Staff Reports

course.
Freshman Lindsey King swam an excel
In their last home dual competition of the
lent
11:52.8 in the 1000-yard freestyle. Itwas
year, the USD swimming team broke yet
her
personal
best.
another USD record. The team, though, was
"The race depends on how
defeated overall
_____
you
feel ...and I felt really good
in the meet by a —-——————
for
the
race," she said.
very talented
Hopefully, she will feel good
9
Northern Ari
for her race this weekend as she
zona University
will take on the mile swim at the
team.
Speedo Cup in Long Beach.
The 400-yard
The team will travel up to
medley relay
Long Beach for the meet that
team swam to a
will include most of the com
Toreros record
petitive teams in the area. It will
in theevent with
be a very tough race, but the
a
time
of
team is swimming well and
4:10.56. The
should do well.
team is comDevine and Schweiger might
posed of juniors
be able to make a difference in
Jennifer Sheldon, Tracy Schweiger, Hillary
the 200-yard breaststroke. They both had
Devine and Molly McGlennen.
excellent
times in the race against NAU.
"Records are made to be broken," Devine
Devine came in first in 2:31.40and Schweiger
said. Devine has broken three records so far
came in a close third at 2:31.7.
in the year and the books are looking to be
The diving team also had some stiff com
rewritten if she continues on her present

Records
are made to
be broken

petition at the Sports Center pool against
NAU. The top Toreros finishers were Debbie
Vidosic who came in third in the required
competition and Natalie Abraham who turned

"The race depends
on how you feel...
and I felt really
good."

- Lindsey King

-- Hillary Devine

in a fourth-place finish.
The diving team will take the whole month
of December off as they get ready to dive
back in the water on Jan. 11 at the Sports
Center pool.
But the swimming team has the Speedo
Cup to take care of first before they can take
a vacation. It starts tomorrow and continues
through Sunday.

• SOCCER
continued from page 13

Kevin Legg came up a little short on this ball, but in
the end Legg and the Toreros rose to the occasion,
as they have all year

Point Loma Tan
523-9220

Visa/Mastercard
-5 minutes from USD!
_-WolffTanning System

Tmonth unlimited

^ 3 Tans

j/vith this couponj

jwith this couponj

j $35

j ! $10 !

3555 Rosecrans St. Suite 203 San Diego, CA 92110
(Rubio's/Wells Fargo shopping center)

Indiana goalkeeper toward the goal, but
Indiana's Blake Rodgers raced to the ball
before it went in the goal, and kicked it away.
Indiana thought it had a goal when an
Indiana player put the ball in the USD goal,
but the goal was not allowed. On the play,
Garlick went to grab the ball out of the air, but
an Indiana player held his arm, preventing
him from making the save. Indiana players
suggested that the call might have been a
home-field-advantage call for USD, but it
was a judgement call that could have went
either way. Garlick did not agree. "No matter
where you are playing, that was a foul," said
Garlick.
Although the high-scoring USD offense
has received most of the attention this year, it
was the defense that kept the Toreros in the
contest. But it was only a matter of time
before USD scored. They have not been shut
out all season, and they were confident that
this game would not be their first scoreless
one. "We knew the goals were going to
come," said McFadden.
While Indiana thought that neither team
would score before the end of regulation,
USD thought just the opposite. "We still fell
we would score with ten minutes to go," said
McFadden.
USD did just that with less than seven
minutes left in regulation. On a strange play
in front of the Indiana goal, Jara put the ball
across the middle and Rodgers accidentally
hit the ball into his own goal. Forward Doug
Barry had the assist on Jara's 16th goal of the
season.
After Garlick made a nice save, midfielder
David Beall scored only three minutes after
Jara to give USD a 2-0 lead. Jara assisted on
the insurance goal. USD's goals have come
in bunches this season. "Every time we score,
we score again," said Jara.
To top off his seventh shutout and a great
game, Garlick made another great save, and
USD advanced with a 2-0 victory.

• BASKETBALL
continued, from page 13
only way for us to be successful," said
Egan.
The Toreros had a 37-29 advantage
at the half and came out on fire in the
second half. Temple sparked quite a
bit of excitement with a two-handed
monster dunk five minutes into the
second half. From that point, SDSU
was crushed and could not come within
14 pointsof USD for the remainder of
the game.
"I'm surprised it bust open in the
second half," Egan said. "I thought it
would be closer."
Dottin ended up with a doubledouble as he pulled down 13rebounds
and scored 21 points, both game highs.
Temple had 13 points and three steals
and Geoff Probst contributed ten
points and six assists.
"This was an important game for
us," Dottin remarked. "The crowd
support gave us the momentum
needed, and we will need to take this
momentum on the road with us."
USD will travel to Hawaii this
weekend for the Hawaii Classic and
will face the host team in the first
round. The Toreros do not return
home until Dec. 19, when they host
Weber State University.

Once again, thestanding-room-only crowd
of more than 4,000 helped get the Toreros
pumped up. "We'd like to thank the fans for
coming back early from vacation to cheer for
us. They helped us a lot," said Adair. The
crowd was excited even when USD did not
score.
"It was nice because they cheered even
when you missed a shot," said Barry.
"They were like our 12th man," said Jara.
Even though they are playing the host team
in the semifinals, USD has reason to be opti
mistic about its chances. "When you play in
the Final Four, you need to need to be hot, a
little lucky and healthy. USD has all of these

fThe

defense
has been the
key for us all
year.99
- Seamus McFadden
things going for them, ana they are a hard
working team," said Yeagley. In addition,
Davidson has had trouble scoring goals in the
tournament. If Davidson hopes to win an
other low-scoring contest, that would favor
the Toreros, considering their firepower and
strong defense.
"USD will do fine, they will represent the
West Region well," said Yeagley.
In a year where they have beat some great
teams, it would be wonderful if they could
beat two more. That is very possible. After
all, let's not forget that USD is a great team
too. Whether they end their season in victory
or defeat in North Carolina this weekend, this
team will still go down as the best team in
USD history.
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All-College Tourney
in full swing
• Men's Tennis: Two Toreros, Bradley and Axaster in today's semifinals
VISTA Staff Reports
Junior Fredrik Axsater and senior Kevin
Bradley each won their quarterfinal
matches on Tuesday to move into the semi
finals of the 15th San Diego All-College
Tournament.
The Toreros netters join a pair of San

Sports • IS
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Diego State Aztec players in today's semifi
nals. At 1p.m., Axsater playsChris Numbers
and at 2 p.m., Bradley squares off against
Kerry Sadfie. The winners of today's matches
move into the finals to be held on Friday.
Axsater is trying to defend his title from a
year ago.
In addition to the main draw singles com

petition, the consolation semifinals will
take place at 1 p.m. on Thursday. Four
Toreros players are still in the hunt as of
Wednesday's quarterfinals.
In the doubles draw, the semifinals are
on Thursday. San Diego's highest seeded
team is Bradley and Philippe Hoffman,
who are seeded second.

Listed below are the complete results involving
Toreros players through Tuesday's action:
Main Draw Singles
FirstRound: Kevin Bradley (USD)d. Whitaker (SDSU) 6-0,6-0. Paradowski(SDSU)d. Todd Dissly (USD) 6-2,7-6(1). Paul
Corona (USD) d. Hanson (SDSU) 1-6,6-2,6-3. OUe Pierrou (USD) d. Lewis (UCSD) default. Philippe Hoffmann (USD) d.
Crawford (SDSU) 7-6,6-0. Yip (SDSU) d. Tim Truebenbach (USD)6-3,6-4. Mark Huarte (USD) d. Cross (UCSD) default. J J.
Shobar (USD) d. Heeb (Mesa) 6-3,6-3. Darren Potkey (USD) d. Williams (Mesa) 6-2,7-6(5). Tontz (GC) d. Robbie Seward (USD)
6-4,6-4. Bucon (SDSU) d. Tonetiuh Cuevas (USD) 6-4,6-1. Fredrik Axsater (USD) d. Chappelle (GC) 6-2,6-1.
Second Round: Bradley d. Paradowski 6-1,6-3. Pierrou d. Corona 2-6,7-5,6-4. Hoffmann d. Yip 6-3,6-4. Sadfie (SDSU) d.
Huarte 7-6,6-3. Shobar d. Tebbs (SDSU) 6-1,6-1. Numbers (SDSU) d. Potkey 6-1,6-1. Axsater d. Bassett (PLNC) 6-0,6-0.
Quarterfinals: Bradley d. Pierrou 6-1,6-2. Sadfie d. Hoffman 6-2,6-1. Numbers d. Shobar 6-4,1-6,6-0. Axsater d. Bucon 63,7-5.

Horse Racing
Extra
Flawlessly erases
all doubt as she
wins Matriarch
and probable
Eclipse Award
by Darren Potkey
Staff Writer

Flawlessly overtook rivals Super Staff
and Kostroma at the head of the stretch,
and held on to win the Grade I $400,000
Matriarch Stakes on Sunday at Holly
wood Park.
With a gentle hand ride from jockey
Chris McCarron, Flawlessly covered the
1 1/8 mile turf-course in a Matriarch
record time of 1:46 and paid $4.80.
Sunday's victory stamped the fouryear-old filly as the top female grass
horse in the world and probably won her
an Eclipse Award in her division. She
had lost to Super Staff the last two times
out, including the Yellow Ribbon Stakes
on Nov. 7.
In other racing news, probable horse of
the year, A.P. Indy, will most likely retire
to stud, said his crew last week. A.P.
Indy, the Belmont Stakes and Breeder's
Cup Classic winner, has earned over $1.8
million in purses this year alone.

USD students! Earn up to four units at

SDSU Wintersession
January 4 - 22, 1993

Call 594-5152 for a free schedule.
Choose from 192 short, intensive courses
from 46 departments!

Best of all—
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

admission to SDSU is not required
most courses $104 per unit
most courses transferable (contact your USD advisor for applicability)
short, intensive courses
uncrowded campus
no parking congestion
MasterCard, Visa, cash, check or money order accepted

To registerRegister in person or by mail. In-person registration begins Monday, December 7.
The Registration Office is open 8:30 am-4:30 pm, Monday-Friday. The office will be closed
Nov. 26-27, from noon on Dec. 18 through Jan. 1, and on Jan. 18.

How to get thereTake I-8 to College ave. (South). Turn right on Montezuma, right at 55th St. and right into parking lot "K." Walk east to the
College of Extended Studies Registration Office, #6 West Plaza Mall (across from the SDSU Stadium - see map in schedule)

Call 594-5152 to have a free schedule mailed to you.
SDSU College of Extended Studies, 5630 Hardy Ave., San Diego, CA 92182
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Pro Results
Houston 24
Dallas 30
San Diego 27
Minnesota 31
San Francisco 20
Kansas City 23
Pittsburgh 21
Cleveland 27
Green Bay 19
Indianapolis 16
New Orleans 24
Washington 41
Atlanta 34
Seattle 16

Detroit 21
NY Giants 3
LA Raiders 3
LA Rams 17
Phiadelphia 14
NY Jets 7
Cincinnati 9
Chicago 14
Tampa Bay 14
Buffalo 13 (OT)
Miami 13
Phoenix 3
New England 0
Denver 13 (OT)

Pizza Hut
Athletes
of the
week

is: i v i>; < iv

ti

DIMMING

Sports
Men's Soccer; USD won the Western Regional and will
travel to Davidson, North Carolina for the Final Four of
the NCAA Tournament
Men's Basketball: Hawaii is the next stop on the sched
ule for the team as they will play in the Hawaii Tip-Off
Classic over the weekend
Swimming: The Toreros will head off to Long Beach
this weekend for the Speedo Cup
Women's Basketball: Las Vegas will be greeted by the
team as USD goes to play in the Lady Rebel Classic

Hillary Devine

Scott Garlick
Men's Soccer

Swimming

Scott recorded his second shut
out of the playoffs in a 2-0
victory over Indiana

Hillary broke her third record of
the year, this time as part of the
400-yard Medley relay team

Honorable Mention
Roger Lindqvist (men's soccer), Guillermo Jara (men's soccer), David
Beall (men's soccer), Tracy Schweiger (swimming), Debbie Vidosic (div
ing), Gylan Dottin (men's basketball), Joe Temple (men's basketball)

Post It
Weekly Sports Trivia

OK© AAn EX AO
Interfraternity Council and
Panhellenic invite all those
interested in fraternity and
sorority spring rush to our
Rush Barbeque and Carnival
at 12pm on Sunday
December 6, 1992 at
West Point Field.
-Rush Sign-ups
-Free Barbeque Lunch
-Carnival Games with
Prizes

TOB ATA ZTA En

Question: What NFL team has a record of 1-14 in
games that they've played in California in their history?
Last Week's Question: Which NFL team has been outscored by
Dallas Cowboy running back Emmitt Smith?
Last Week's Answer: The Seattle Seahawks
look for this Week's answer next week

The VISTA Top 20
Mario H. Ldpox
Record
Team
(11-0)
1. Miami
(11-0)
2. Alabama
(10-1)
3. Florida State
4. Texas AAM (12-0)
(9-2)
5. Syracuse
6. Notre Dame (9-1.1)
(8-0-3)
7. Michigan
(9-2-1)
8. N.C. State
9. Georgia
(9-2)
10. Washington (9-2)
(9-3)
11. Stanford
(8-2.1)
12. Ohio State
(8-2)
13. Nebraska
(8-3)
14. Florida
13. Wash State (8-3)
16. Boston Coll. (8-2-1)
(9-1-1)
17. Colorado
18. N. Carolina (8-3)
19. Mississippi (8-3)
20. Southern Cal (6-4.1)

Pvs
1
2
3
6
7
8
4
9
11
5
12
16
15
10
--

17
18
—
-

13

Comment
Guaranteed championship game with someone
SEC title game with Florida, then Canes
Need a little help to get rematch with Miami
May have weaksest schedule in all Top 20
Three yards short in Carrier Dome
Ten in a row
Rose could've been for No. i, now for revenge
Wolves will try to devour Hearst in Liberty
Team helps Garrison make Heisman case
Fell apart in the snow
Still get share of Pac-10 title
Play Florida in runner-up Bowl
Now make plans for Miami and Orange
Notes drop 'em, Tide seeks to do the same
Almost didn't get bowl invitation
Good season for Eagles
Buffs tried, but didn't have enough this year
Reward is Mississppi State on January... 2?
Upset of rival pulls Olc Miss In poll
Old jerseys didn't help

Note: Standings and comments reflect events of last two weeks, since there was no VISTA
on Thanksgiving
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INTRAMURALS
Results • Schedules

No shirt
for Coletta
The final hockey game of the semester
matched Deja Vu, the oddsmaker,s favorite,
versus USD Vikings. Some said theonly way
that the Vikings could win was to score early
and often to discourage Deja Vu since the
had not trailed during any game all season.
Deja Vu won all of its games by at least four
goals. This writer predicted that the team
which score first would win the champion
ship shirt.
Well, USD Vikings drew first blood with
outstanding passing and shot placement Deja
Vu goalie Danny O'Dea was untested all
season long and he had never seen shots with
such vulocity. Maybe his teammates should
have warmed him up a little better.
Regaurdless of what was done during pregame, the vikings scored the first three goals
of the match.
With a commanding three goal lead you
figure that the vikings would get conserva
tive and fold up in a defensive shell. This
didn't happen. They played the way that got
them to the final game. They still had Karl
Bergman cherry pick at the red line. Deja Vu
would finally get a goal from Steve Brown to
make it a two-goal difference, but with the
vikings scoring another goal to make the
score 4-1 the game was out of reach. With the
final goal of the season scored by Deja Vu,
the USD Vikings won the 1M hockey cham
pionship 4-2.
*
NOTE: Neal Curry would like to thank all
the teams, Work-study workers and officials
for making this fall season one of the best.

Kathy and Harvey
dominate tennis
playoffs
Champions were recently crowned in the
three divisions of doubles tennis and none
were more impressive than the mixed team of
Kathy Meola and Harvey Payne. Kathy and
Harvey rolled though the playoffs outscoring
three opponents 55-11. Payne won each of
his playoff sets, but the key to the team was
Meola, who never dropped more than one
game in any set all season. The finals against
Hard Strokes proved to be the champions'
toughest match, but Meola's 6-0 victory over
Becky Edwards proved decisive in the 19-7
rout.
The men's division produced the bestcham
pionship match as the Sigma Pi team of Steve
Chakmakian and Chris Skibba defeated those
Festering Green Balis, Bryan Davis and
Brad Bagaloff, 20-15. In the singles sets
Chakmakian defeated Davis 7-6 and Skibba
beat Bagaloff 6-4. A 7-5 doubles victory
clinched the championship.
In the women's division, M and M's en
tered the finals undefeated but didn't leave in
the same condition. The team of Shannon
McDaniel and Michelle Hay ran into the hot
playoff duo of Babette Francis and Kate
Magelligan. Actually, it was Babette Francis
who keyed Smashing Hit to the 12-7 cham
pionship victory. Francis took her singlesset
6-1 and led the way to a 6-0 victory in doubles
as well.

Go Deep advances to semifinals IM Distinctions
Week of Nov 16-29
In the co-rec softball game of the week A
League of Their Own took on Go Deep.
League of Their Own jumped out to an early
3-0 the run they scored in the top of the
second inning would be their last. Go Deep
scored four unanswered runs and then played
some outstanding defense to secure their vic
tory. Jen Larson had the game-winning hit
which brought home Steve Crandall.
The Free Agents with only seven players
outslugged Balls N the Bushes 17-12. The
Free Agents were paced by team captain
Jerry Watson who went 3-4 including a grand
slam. BNBs were lead by Art Contreras and
Joe Coming who both went 4-4 with five
doubles between them. Female player of the
week Lisa Fricano who went 5-5 , with four
runs batted in helped the Free Agents ad
vance to the semifinals.
As usual, the women of More Shirts car

ried them past Bats, Balls and Boxscores 193. Julie Feezor, Kelly Towndrow, Becky
Edwards and Michael Schmidt went a com
bined 12-22 to pace More Shirts. They will
face Go Deep in the first semi-final at 9 a.m.
this Sunday.
The Slaps reached the semifinal by beat
ing a Limited Faculties team, which had
only seven players, 12-2. Limited Faculties
had beaten Kings & Queens 15-4 toreach the
quarterfinals. Faculties were lead by male
player of the week David Sullivan who went
4-4 with two home runs in the first game.
Once again Mar Purcell paced the females of
Limited Faculties with a 4-6 performance.
With more players next semester, Faculties
might be a contender. In the second semifinal
game, Slaps Back to Back will take on the
Free Agents at 10 a.m. The winner will play

We'll Beat Ya a seemingly insurmountable
5-3 lead with two minutes to play. However,
Mike Brueckel needed only 33 seconds to get.
Undefeated back into contention, setting up
the near-fantastic finish.
With Undefeated pushing forward and
We'll Beat Ya sitting back, trying to run out
the clock, Kummer's team plastered the goal
from all angles. Finally, Kummer took the
ball from the left side of the goal, turned and
fired, netting the ball past Nelson. As the
celebration broke out and the whistle blew,
the teams seemed headed for overtime. The
only problem was that the clock read 50:02
and the whistle that blew signalled the end of
the game. Celebration turned to disbelief as
the goal was disallowed, giving the soccer
title to a well deserving We'll Beat Ya, a
team that could be on top for years to come.

A look at co-rec's final four
Free Agents (3-2): Here's a team com
ing alive justintimeforthesemifinals. Needed
to win a pair of games in the opening rounds
to advance. Julie Moore's team dispatched
Bud's Carrots 7-5, as Katia Parker and Mar
garet DeRemer combined for six goals to
offset Ben Kennedy'sfour-goal performance.
One hour later they stunned highly regarded
Sigma Pi 4-2. Meagan Noble gave Pi a 2-0
lead early, but Free Agents battled back as
Mike Brueckelscored a pair to tie it at the half
before Paul Gelvezon's two scores in the
final ten minutes iced it. They'll need more
of the same to reach the final.
Scorin' with the Babes (3-1): Await a
showdown with the Free Agents due to a hohum 3-1 win over Automatic for the People.
Jason Orlando's team fell behind late in the
first period after a Hohn Nardizzi rebound.
Estevon del Rio evened it early on, and the
teams seemed headed for overtime until Fiona
Chaney's goal with four minutes remaining.
She connected on a cross from ten yards out
to advance her squad to the semis.
Claire's Skeletons (3-1): Andrew
Kummer's team seems to have found their

MEN'S TENNIS
Match of the week: Sigma Pi vs. Fester
ing Green Balls
Team of the week: Sigma Pi
Player of the week: Steve Chakmakian
MIXED TENNIS
Match of the week: Straigt Sets vs. Hard
Strokes
Team of the week: Kathy and Harvey
Male Player of the week: Harvey Payne
Female Player of the week: Kathy Meola

in the championship game at 11 a.m.

Undefeated runs out of time
as We'll Beat Ya takes soccer title
The men's speed soccer championship was
decided by two seconds as The Undefeated
and We'll Beat Ya squared off for the title.
We'll Beat Ya jumped out to a quick lead,
getting a pair of goals from Cameron Peach
and one from Chris Martin to set thestage for
a rout. But, Undefeated kept their compo
sure and pulled to within a goal at the half,
thanks to a pair of Eric Magnuson's scores.
Matt Lorenz gave We'll Beat Ya some
breathing space early in the second half as he
tipped in a pass from Martin. Andrew
Kummer then cut the lead to 4-3 with a blast
at the 37-minute mark, beating goal keeper
Jay Nelson.
The game went nip and tuck from there, as
both Nelson and Undefeated goalie Rich
Brueckner made big saves. Peach's length of
the field run resulted in his third goal giving

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Game of the week: Undefeated vs. We'll
Beat Ya'
Team of the week: We'll Beat Ya'
Player of the week: Cameron Peach

rhythm, as they reached double digits in scor
ing for the second week in a row. Kummer
and teammate Julie Oshner combined for
seven goals while Pat "The Mouth" Giblin
looked superb in goal,accounting for most of
the 10-2 final score. Kevin McSweeney
scored both of the Delta Sigma Pi goals
while Dave "I am not an animal" West
avoided breaking anything for the second
consecutive week.
Retards (2-2-1): Most unlikely Final Four
team of all. Entered playoffs without a vic
tory, then promptly won back to back, includ
ing a stunning blowout of the top-ranked
Bushwackers. The first came against Buck
Stan by a 4-3 count. Tim O'Hara's goal with
six minutes remaining broke a 3-3 tie and
advanced his team to a quarterfinal matchup
against the seemingly unbeatable
Bushwackers. Dennis Villavencio and his
team took full advantage of the fact that most
of the Bushwackers had taken off for vaca
tion early and blasted them off the field 11-2.
Villavencio scored four while Laura Watkins
and Greg Rosenberg each tallied a pair to
move the Retards into the semifinals.

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Match of the week: Go Deep vs. A
League of Their Own
Team of the week: Limited Faculties
Male Player of the week: David Sullivan
(Limited Faculties)
Female Player of the week: Lisa Fricano
(Free Agents)
CO-REC SOCCER
Game of the week: Sigma vs. Free Agents
Team of the week: Retards
Male Player of the week: Paul Gelvezon
Female Player of the week: Fiona
Chaney (Scorin' with the Babes)
MEN'S 3X3 (A) BASKETBALL
Match of the week: Defending Champs
vs. Widespread Panic
Team of the week: Defending Champs
Player of the week: Tim Hart
MEN'S 3X3 (B) BASKETBALL
Match of the week: Tasmanian Purple
Squirters vs. B.A.D.N.A.D.
Team of the week: Gleason
Player of the week: Ken Simeon
Honorable Mention: Rachel Chism
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game of the week: Deja Vu vs. U.S.D.
Vikings
Team of the week: U.S.D. Vikings
Player fo the week: Hans Bergman

Five trot for turkeys
This year's Turkey Trot Canyon Run was
the closest in recent memory, as the top four
finishers all completed the three-mile run
through Tecolote Canyon within 18 seconds
of one another. Erich Staebler won the gradu
ate and overall divisions with a time of 16:36,
six seconds ahead of second place finisher
Christian Zoeller. The undergrad division
was won by Zachary White, who hung tough
from start to finish. A wrong turn wasn't
enough to knock Harish Praba out of second
place in the undergrad division with a time of
20:48. Greg Zackowski won the Faculty/
Staff division with a time of 16:50. No one
else even came close. All winners took home
a free turkey, compliments of Cecil's, while
all finishers also received the much desired
IM Champion T-shirts.
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Basketball recap
The final week for the 3X3 basketball
regular season began with the Third West
Crew improving to 3-0 with an easy 15-1,158 victory over Sigma Pi.
Sigma Pi then tried their luck with players
of the opposite sex, but the results were the
same. Minus their captain and namesake,
Emily Gleason, Gleason rallied behind the
play of Rachel Chism to earn their first vic
tory 15-1,15-8.
In another B-league contest, Well Hung
was once again hung-over as they lost to The
Law 15-8,15-7, despite having a one-player
advantage. Doug Popvich was on fire for
Well Hung, but could not pull out the vic
tory.
The competition heated up as the day moved
on: The Defending Champs defended their
unbeaten season by knocking off a tough but
young Screaming O's. The Screaming O's
played well but were simply overmatched
andlostl5-12,15-8. The Defending Champs
then took on a strong Widespread Panic
team that featured shooting phenomenon,
Dan Padernos. In the Subway IM Game of
the Week, the Defending Champs rallied
behind the play of Tim Hart to pull off a
decisive yet "Hart-fought" 15-12,15-12 vic
tory.
The next match featured a pair of Delta Tau
Delta teams as the Delts faced B.A.D.N.A.D.
In a very close match, B.A.D.N.A.D. man
aged to squeeze by the Delts 16-14, 15-12.
Ken Simeon, as he has all season, led the way
for B.A.D.N.A.D.
In another A-league match, Sigma Pi eas
ily defeated the Free Agents 15-3,15-6.
Returning to the B-league, B.A.D.N.A.D.
completed a double-header sweep by beating
theTasmanian Purple Squirters 15-11,1517,15-8. Ken Simeon showed why most feel
he belongs in the A-league, scoring virtually
all of his team's points.
The final B-league contest saw HIV-Negative destroy Money 15-4, 15-3.
The last A-league match had Next crush
ing the Toreros 15-9, 15-1. It looks like an
easy path to the A-league championship match
for Bill McNeal's team.

Sea Dogs take title
This past Sunday the championship inner
tube water polo game was played. It was
between the returning champs, Sea Dogsand
the newcomer, Cobra. Cobra looked good
in the first part of the half with Ed Kotnik
gunning in three early goals. But Sea Dogs
answered with eight points, all scored by
Denise Marriott. The second half was all Sea
Dogs. Leaf Jensen and Mike Schultz each
had three points. Geoff Schmitz had one
point and Denise Marriott threw in two more
for a game-high total of 10.
Sea Dogs took the championship, winning
17-8. Cobra is already calculating revenge
for next semester!
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Football all-stars

as of 11-30-92

A-league

B-league

1st Team
Sean Gousha (Buck Shaw)
Ed Scofield (Buck Shaw)
Anthony Massa (3rd West Crew)
Max Doubek (3rd West Crew)
Romm Viado (No Ka Oi)
Mike Printy (Assault and Battery)
Steve Mitchell (Sore Old Men)
Debbie Gollnick (No Ka Oi)

1st Team
Dave Barnes (Magnificent 7)
Mike Moffet (Magnificent 7)
James Cook (Magnificent 7)
Rusty Dehorn (Rug Munchers)
Justin Faucher (Rug Munchers)
Mike Gergen (Phi Kappa Theta)
Scott Pearlman (Rug Munchers)
Gretchen Kindel (Last Call to Glory)

2nd Team
Brian Letofsky (Law Dogs)
Jim Keen (Buck Shaw)
Larry Williams (Buck Shaw)
J.D. Choy (3rd West Crew)
Aiien McNamee (No Ka Oi)
Marie Amador (Sore Old Men)
Leonard Pimentel (3rd West Crew)
Mark Gambardella (At Will)

2nd Team
Pat Ioele (Rug Munchers)
Pat Lynch (Rug Munchers)
Armin Eberhard (Da Tribe)
Greg Bettinelli (Fletch's Faithful)
Robb Cloyd (Da Tribe)
Brian McDonald (Sigma Chi)
Mark Huarte (Hungover Alcoholics)
Vince Hodes (No Huevos Toreros)

MVP: Sean Gousha

MVP: Mike Moffet

(619) 685-5226

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. We'll Beat Ya'
2. Undefeated
3. Sunshine and Friends
4. Word to Your Grandma
5. The Surge

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1st Team
1. Ed Kotnik (Cobra)
2. Mike Schultz (Sea Dogs)
3. Denise Marriott (Sea Dogs)
4. Leaf Jensen (Sea Dogs)
5. Emily Haug (Get in the Ring)
6. Lauren Riaski (Phi Kappa Theta)
7. John Rempe (Sea Dogs)

2nd Team
1. Jen Sporral (Cobra)
2. Kristy Gomy (5909)
3. Ian Robb (Cobra)
4. Charles Webker (Get in the Ring)
5. Craig Ross (Phi Kappa Theta)
6. Laura McKibben (Phi Kappa Theta)

Male MVP:

Female MVP:

Ed Kotnik

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Free Agents
Go Deep
Slaps Back to Back
More Shirts
Bats, Balls, Boxscores

CO-REC SOCCER
1. Claire's Skeletons
2. Scorin' With the Babes
3. Free Agents
4. Retards
5. Bushwackers

Water polo all-stars

3X3 (A) BASKETBALL
1. Defending Champs
2. Next
3. Won't Be Denied
4. Y and R
5. Widespread Panic
3X3 (B) BASKETBALL
1. Third West Crew
2. HIV - Negative
3. B.A.D.N.A.D.
4. Slam Bam Thank You
5. The Law

7. Neil Bartolome (Infloatrate)
Denise Marriott

3x3 basketball playoff preview
A-league
Team
Defending Champs
Next
Won't Be Denied
Widespread Panic
Y and R
Sigma Pi
Toreros

Odds
6-5
9-5
3-1
5-1
8-1
10-1
15-1

Screaming O's
Free Agents

25-1
50-1

Subway IM game
of the week

Comment
"Hart" to beat
Received easy draw
Will miss A1 in Playoffs
Could turn tables in semis
Good long shot pick
Lochtefeld needs support
Hopefully USD's version is
better
Maybe in a few years
Should have tried B-league

Date: Monday, Dec. 7
Time: T.B.A.
Spore Co-rec soccer
Matchup: Championship game —
Teams T.B.A.

B-league
Team
3rd West Crew
HIV-Negative
B.A.D.N.A.D.
Slam Bam ...
The Law
Rim Jobs

Od<J?
4-5
2-1
5-2
4-1
6-1
8-1

All Others

12-1

Comments
Sandbaggers of the Year
A safe bet
One-man team may be good enough
Great match for HIV-Negative
Do better with three players
Joe's won everything else
Six for price of one is still no bargain

The final Subway IM Game of the Week
features the co-tec soccer championship
match. As of press time, four teams re
mained in the playoffs: Claire's Skel
etons, Scorin' with the Babes, Free
Agents and the Retards. One of these
teams will take home the shirts and the
party platter from the Subway on Morena
Boulevard.
In last week's battle for the food, the
Defending Champs lived up to their name
with a 15-12, l5-123X3basketballvictory
over Wide Spread Panic.

'GENERAL DENTTSTRY1

Money For
College!
Scholarships, grants,
loans. Every student is
eligible regardless of
GPA or family
income. For more
information and a free
brochure call:
National Student
Funding Center

IM rankings

Formally from JOSE EBERSALONS, nowhere in San Diego
offering his precision haircutting stylet at
Zinos International Salon in Hazard Center.
With 16 years of experience in the business, you ean only
expeotthe BEST RESULTS!

40% off (he Regular Price
Itxchda:

% iXylt

CALL

1** Aj

-Introductory Offer$29 with Coupon)
Includes: Complete Dental Exam,
^ Necessary X-kys and Standard Cleaning ^

($250 Both Arches)
ANITA VARZIrDDS
4295 Gesner Sf., Ste. 2E
•276-9271•
(Near Clairemont Dr. and 1-5)
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My future, or what now?
by Bill "Irish Clown" McGowan
Off Beat Resident Wacko Editor

Like a Japanese car meeting a high-speed
freight train, it hit me this summer ... I'm
graduating!!! And boy am I lost. I mean, I
have noclue what I'm doing when I get out of
this place in May. Is anybody with me on this
one?
What makes it even harder is that now is
the time when everybody asks, "How many
interviews have you had? How many re
sumes have you given out?"
I bravely answer, "Not a one" and "Not a
one." Then I hear the evil snicker of the
questioner as she walks by me dropping re
sumes on the floor saying, "Huh, you
bumbling fool! I've been called to work for
Gysinglasses Accountants and Pocket Pro
tectors Accountants Firm."
I think to myself, "Wow, I'm impressed.
They get to spend days behind desks staring
at number sheets! How exciting! That's why
I went to college, so I could spend the rest of
my life in a job like that!"
Now you're probably saying, "Gee, Bill,
aren' t you being a little harsh? Not to mention
bringing on pure hatred of all Accounting

majors? I mean, you're not even interview
ing. What the hell do you plan to do?"
To answer all these questions, "Yes." I am
being harsh, but Accounting majors don't
intimidate me. Maybe it is totally childish
jealousy on my part. (Please note: Being
childish is part of the job description of an Off
Beat editor.) And as for my future, I've talked
to some people about my future.
My roommate, Dan, gave me three op
tions: 1)1should drop out of school right now
and go to Jamaica. Then he said, "Naaah,
you'd get sick of it over there. Everybody is
too laid back." 2) I should start going to a
tanning salon and get really dark, then start
"hitting on the babes." Or 3) Start eating
"like" five meals a day and working out.
Invest about $2,000 to $3,000 in steroids and
bulk up to about 250 pounds. You know,
"mondo" huge. Then I can reign and kill
people.
I don't know. Dan's a good guy and I'd
probably do it, but I don't have $2,000 or
$3,000 to invest right now.
Next, I talked to my dad. He said, "Son,
whatever you want to do with your life is fine.
Just as long as it makes more than $60,000 a
year." My dad also gave me a "hot" tip for
getting a job. He said, "Never wear an earring

because it's like wearing your underwear to
work. Sureit looks sexy, but you have no
pockets for your keys."
My career counselors suggested that I be
come accustomed to saying, "Would you like
fries with that?" And since I'm a Communi
cation major, I think I can handle that.
What it basically it comes down to is me
and what I want to do. I know eventually I will
want to go to graduate school. So, there's a
start. Maybe in two years I'll apply. But until
then, I'm clueless. Except, of course, in the
case of accounting. You couldn't pay me
enough to be an accountant.
So, that leaves me to chase my dreams for
the next couple of years. Somehow I doubt
that I'll be able to become a Playboy photog
rapher, a dancer at Chippendales or
Madonna's bodyguard in the short span of
two years.
Therefore, I must go for the attainable
dreams like a, ah, ah ... Okay, so I have no
attainable dreams at this point. Maybe I'll
graduate, go back home and live with my
parents till I'm thirty. I know it ain't much,
but, hey, it's definitely attainable. So, I guess
I'm set. I hope my parents understand. After
all, it is a dream.

Reasons why Off Beat was
trashed in the Opinion
section. (Hint: Read Letters
to the Editor)
7. You can make some of
the time, all the people
laugh some of the time
but you should never use

McGowan is stuck with
his "small" thing.

-

(This is not a fake ad!)

Life on the Hill
by Esteban del Rio

In the great tradition of all other awareness weeks
comes ...

Off Beat Awareness Week!
This week — Dec. 2-4 (You already missed
yesterday!)
Come to the table in front of t h e UC Friday Dec 4.
-Take a ride on the Off Beat Tram II - - Thurs
day, Dec 3. between 12:30 and 1:30 p.m. (actu
ally Bill McGowan's Turbo Tercel) - - TODAY I

-Editors kissing booth.

(Babes preferred)

-Dote on the Hostile Debate.
-Fill out the Original Off Beat Survey.
-Participate in the Write a Joke contest!

-Off Beat Editors will be there to autograph 8X10 glossy
pictures — FREE!
Does Hostile Man returneth?

Feel "in."
"Bad news honey, we're out of Trail Mix!"

Vote Dec. 4

Be cool!

-Brought to you by the bad boys and girls of Off Beat-

COME ALL YE FAITHFUL !
Dec. 4, 1992
Place: TBA

Live Band and D.J.
Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta

Remember last year when over 400 USD students, faculty, and staff came
together to talk about the Rodney King verdict and th^repction?
What has changed?
Anything?
Have you experienced any discrimination

9ace

Let'sTsJk.

gender
religion
political views
class in school
sexual orientation

Thursday, December 3
UC Forum B
11:15-1:30 pm
Sponsored by the James Irvine Foundation Grant 260-2233
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ovies Movies Movies

"Malcolm X' a stunning historical epic
detail, changing from a self-hating semi-literate criminal to a to Mecca. It is on this pilgrimage that Malcolm, eating from
strong-willed, disciplined leader. It is here that Washington the same plates as white Muslims, decides that all people are
begins to take over the screen, his powerful presence undeni equal. Tragically, his message of unity is silenced only three
Two years ago, Spike Lee wrestled the director's able.
The third section shows Malcolm's meteoric rise to
rights of the story of Malcolm X's life away from white
director Noman Jewison, thereby realizing his dream of the top of Muhammed's movement and the forefront of the
directing the movie about his idol's life. Now, with several civil rights movement. It is here that most of Malcolm' s work
was accomplished as he became,
financial and
in the public's mind, the Nation
ideological
of Islam as a whole — even
controversies
eclipsing his father- figure,
behind it, "X"
Muhammed. Lee and Washing
has
finally
ton provide a fascinating view
been released,
into the military-style discipline months later when he is assassinated by the Nation of Islam.
and has proved
As a whole, there are no serious flaws in this movie,
of the Nation, as well as the
to be the per
tireless work ethic and incred not a single chink in Lee's armor. He, along with Washing
fect vehiclefor
ible powerthat Malcolm exuded. ton, have created at brilliant movie that will certainly be
Lee's genius.
Lee also stares controversy in remembered as a classic. This would be true even if it was
He and star
the face by cor
Denzel Wash
rectly leaving in the
ington com
Nation's beliefs
bine to create
that, among other
one of the most
things, Dr. Martin
fascinating
Luther King was an
movies re
Betty (Angela Bassett) and Malcolm (Denzel Washington) share
"Uncle Tom" and
leased in recent
a tender moment alone after their wedding in "Malcolm X."
that all white
years.
By far the most important movie of Lee's and people are devils. This is not to say that Lee
Washington's careers, "X" would probably be the most portrays the nation as a hate group; he shows its
important movie of any career. Covering the life of contro positives and negatives equally.
It is also here that the movie takes on a
versial Afro-American leader Malcolm X, this isa movie that
frenzied
approach,
with Washington absolutely
should be viewed by all people, as much for its quality as its
commanding
the
screen.
As Malcolm's rise
subject matter.
As a biographer, Lee does well, keeping his bias to continues, other Nation members, including
a minimum. The movie covers four phases of Malcolm's life Muhammed, begin to resent him and to make
in detail. The first details his early career as "Country Red," threats on his life. Cinematographer Ernest Shorty (portrayed by director Spike Lee) is arrested for theft in
a street hustler and pimp who cares more about money and Dickerson, a veteran of Lee movies, highlights "Malcolm X," the new epic historical drama.
thrills than the color of his skin. The second shows his life in this with some brilliant camera work and use of
based on fiction because of the sheer cinematic genius Lee
prison, where the seeds of his activism are planted. It was in dark colors.
Finally, the last stage of the movie deals with and Washington possess. Whether you love Spike Lee or hate
prison that Malcolm was introduced to Eliajah Muhammed's
Nation of Islam movement, better known as the Black Mus Malcolm's falling out with the Nation. This stage shows him him, or simply don' t care one way or the other, you need to see
lim movement Lee shows Malcolm's transformation in condemning Muhammed and going on his famed pilgrimage this movie.

by Sterling Callier
Staff Writer

This is a movie that
should be viewed by
everyone.

^A(acl<iih takes you on a magical ride
by Jennifer Scarborough

hopes for his future wholives on the streets of
Agruba, a mythical Arabian kingdom. Be
fore he can achieve his ambitions, Aladdin,
I entered the dark theater with my boy along with his pet monkey, Abu, a magic
friend, Rob, in tow. He was grumbling some carpet and an eager-to-please Genie, must
thing about how much movies cost thesedays save the Sultan's throne from the evil Jafar.
and how he had no intention of paying $3.50
It is Robin William's brilliant portrayal of
the all-powerful Genie
that makes this movie
worth seeing. William's
fast-paced acting style
|begs to be animated and it
8 becomes obvious through
i theanticsoftheever-coni genial, ever-celebrity-im' personating Genie. Evx ery time you look at the
|screen it seemsas though
|his looks have changed in
someway. One moment
0 he is a stewardess on
Aladdin takes Princess Jasmine on a magic carpet ride while the
"Magic Carpet Express"
matchmaking Genie looks on in Disney's new release, "Aladdin."
inviting passengers to
for a small Coke, but I barely took notice of "Have a nice day," and the next he is a bee
what he was saying. I was caught up in the buzzing the words, "Bee yourself," in
magic of seeing a Disney movie in a theater Aladdin's ear as he attempts to win the hand
ofPrincessJasmine. The Genie will keep you
for the first time in years.
We settled down in the soft seats, sur rolling with laughter until your stomach hurts,
rounded by excited children. The curtains and will always keep you wondering, "What
opened, the cameras rolled and I was imme will he do next?"
Scott Weinger also delivers a catching
diately thrown back into my childhood by the
performance as the voice of Aladdin. He is a
seductive musical score of "Aladdin."
Although the plot was a bit thin, the bright young boy, a "diamond in the rough," who
colors, fast-moving imagesand catchy music someday hopes to live in great wealth. The
provided a wonderful setting for the story. character is interesting, especially because
The story centers around a poor boy with high there are few male lead characters in Disney

Outlook Editor

films. Usually, as in 'The Little Mermaid"
and "Beauty and the Beast," the central char-

independent Princess Jasmine, her father the
Sultan, Abu the nimble monkey and the magic
carpet—all of which add
enormously to the con
tent and quality of this
feature.
All in all this movie is
absolutely incredible and
well worth the $7 ticket
price. Tak3 all of your
friends to see it and spend
anightrelivingyourchildhood. On the scale of cars
that has become the stan
dard measurement for
movies in this section, I
would rate this movie as a
The Genie (vocalized by Robin Williams) playfully poses as a
red convertible MG. The
game show host to show Aladdin how the wishing game works.
reason is that you feel the
same way walking out of
acter is a female. However, the originality of the theater after this movie as you do after
this character is questionable. As fans of spending an afternoon riding thecoastal high
"The Little Mermaid" will surely notice, way in a convertible — refreshed, relaxed
Aladdin is distinctly similar to Prince Eric.
and above all, happy.
Jonathan Freeman, as the voice of the evil
Jafar, is appropriately slimy for this charac
ter. The look of the wicked vizier is tall, thin
and looming. There is nothing particularly
spectacular about this performance but it is
adequate for the purpose it serves.
Another notable performance is that of
Jafar's parrot, Iago. The voice is done by
comedian GilbertGottfried. This wise-crack
ing character will keep you in stitches with
his constant squawking and complaining.
Other characters in the movie include the
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Skiing goes "Steeper and Deeper"
by Trip Kerr

ence, an adventure and an escape, without
ever leaving the comfort and safety of your
theater seat.
Winter is near and the tell-tale signs
This particular film was filmed in
are beginning to appear. There is that certain 27 locations around the world. Viewers are
chill in the morn
t a k e n
ing air, the sun is
f r o m
setting earlier
V a 11 e
and, most impor
Navado,
tantly, the begin
Chile to
ning of winter is
Istanbul,
ushered in by the
Pakistan
release of War
to
Big
ren Miller's lat
Sky, Mon
est ski movie.
tana as
For those of you
they have
who are count
their 90ing, this makes
minutelift
feature ski-film
t i c k e t
Heleskiing takes on new meaning when Ross Rebagliati
number
43.
punched.
sets off on a solo run through the powder of Blackcomb,
Miller's first
All types
British Columbia in "Steeper and Deeper."
movie, "Deep
of skiing,
and Light," cost $500 to make and produce. from novice to extreme and mogul to super"Steeper and Deeper"easily tops the $1 mil G are shown; so there is something that will
lion mark (and every penny is well-spent).
appeal to every skier.
For those of you who have not seen
The cinematography of "S teeper and
a Warren Miller production yet (these are Deeper" is stunning. Miller effectively uses
usually the same people that consider Snow the camera and slowed action to show the
Summit the epitome of skiculture), let me fill artistry, finesse and beauty of skiing. It is a
you in on a few details. Warren Miller films true testament to the film crew to think that
are 90 minutes of cleverly narrated and beau these guys have to ski the same terrain as the
tifully filmed ski footage set to inspiring extreme-adrenaline junkies, but with 50
"skimusic." Films like"Steeper and Deeper" pounds of camera equipment. Although the
can be considered the virus that begins a toxic person on the screen was filmed 12,000 miles
human condition known as ski-fever. If you away last season, the viewer still is able to
don't believe me, just watch the glazed looks vicariously experience the thrills of the run
and is able to recall those sensations as if they
on the audience of any Warren Miller film,
follow any of them home and I bet you will were occurring right then and there. That is
find them trying on their ski clothes and the power of a Warren Miller film.
"Steeper and Deeper" is exactly what
taking a "pre-season" inspection of their skis
the minute they get home. In all seriousness, the title prepares us for. Filmed is some of the
"Steeper and Deeper" provides an experi steepest and deepest skiing on the planet.
Staff Writer

Skiers like Scot Schmitt, Dan and John Egan air like frozen smoke. And when you get to
and Scot Elder take skiing to the limit; scratch the bottom, you can look back up the hill and
that, way beyond the limit (I'm talking hun say, 'Thosearemy tracks... I MADE THOSE
»>»
dred-foot airs and jumps during which you
can count 1-1000,2-1000,3-1000,4-1000,5If you too want to feel the magic of
1000). We the viewersgo helicopter skiing in "Steeper and Deeper," the film will be play
British Columbia
ing at East County Per
where there is "an
forming Arts Center in El
800-foot base, fourCajon on Dec. 2 and 3 at
feet of powder ...
7:30 p.m. and at the Mu
conditions: fair."
seum of Contemporary
Folks, itjust doesn't
Art in La Jolla on Dec. 7
get deeper than that.
and 8 at both 7 and 9:30
B u t
p.m. Tickets are $9.50 for
"Steeper
and
adults and, $7.50 for stu
Deeper" is more
dents in advance, or
$10.50 and $8.50 at the
than just exciting
door. Also included with
jumps and beauti
ful terrain, "Steeper
the price of the ticket; cou
and Deeper" is an
pons for free ski tune-ups,
$25 off any $100 purchase
ideal. It is the ski
ers'version of "The
at Sport Chalet, a $12-off
grass is greener..."
coupon for an all-day lift
ticket at Snow Summit,
It is a belief that
somewhere out ] )an Egan takes flight among the sandstone and a free slice of mud pie
there perfect places minarets in Uladag,Turkey in WarrenMiller's at the Chart House.
still exist; and they
For me, I know
newest film "Steeper and Deeper."
do exist, because
that my ski outfit fits, and
Warren Miller has been there. "Steeper and my skis are looking pretty good. I'm count
Deeper" is an escape to a world devoid of ing thedays until the snow begins to fall. And
tests, parking tickets and financial woes — a then, like so many others that saw "Steeper
world where all that exists is the blue sky, the and Deeper" this year, I will make my way to
white snow and the human spirit. That is the the mountains and experience my own steeper
"steeper and deeper" that Warren Miller truly and deeper. I'll see you on the slopes!
captures in his movies.
Miller stated it best when he said, "And
wherever Ifind that steeper and deeper moun
tain, the freedom that I search for will once
again be mine. When you find it, you too will
know that freedom, because the snow comes
up and tickles your nose while it hangs in the

Master of Fine Arts Program
"Taming of the Shrew" a fantastic performance
by Matthew Murray
Staff Writer

The moment you step inside Sacred Heart Hall, you
realize something is different Something is very different
about this performance of Shakespeare's "Taming of the
Shrew." Perhaps it is the fact thatSacred Heart Hall is a small
hall. Or perhaps it is the feeling one gets when actorsare only
ten feet away, and at times, even closer. Perhaps it is the
overwhelming set on which this performance takes place, for
it takes up half the hall. Or perhaps it is just the combination
of a fine work of drama and an outstanding cast. The Old
Globe and USD's Master of Fine Arts Program outdo them
selves with this fantastic performance of'The Taming of the
Shrew."
Director Craig Noel tells Shakespeare's story of Katherina
Minola, a shrew of a woman who must be married before her
father will allow her younger sister, the beautiful and subser
vient Bianca, to marry. From the onset of the play, thesuitors
of Bianca are numerous. Yet, no one of the city of Padua
dares to marry Katherina, for they fear her shrewish disposi
tion will condemn their lives to hell.
Besides the portrayal of Shakespeare's work, Noel employs
many interesting and comical aspects to the play. There are
no curtains in Sacred Heart Hall, yet this is not a problem.
White-clad actors dance gracefully across the stage, remov
ing and adding pertinent pieces of the set, from tables to
wedding decorations. Yet, perhaps the most interesting and
comical aspect of the set is the use of a moving countryside
backdrop carried by the white-clad actors. The expected
drawbacks of Sacred Heart Hall are not that at all; they
provide the audience with a feeling of closeness to the stage

and the story they are experiencing.
Mauricio Mendoza, a graduate from the United States
International University and a first-year MFA student, por
trays Lucentio. Lucentio declares his love for Bianca and by
artful means, disguises himself as a tutor to win her love.
Demetrio Cuzzocrea plays Gremio, and old man whose
pursuit of Bianca provides the play with many humorous
moments. Cuzzocrea is a second-year MFA student and a
graduate of the University of Virginia. Hortensio, portrayed
by John Lentz, is another suitor to Bianca. Like Lucentio,
Hortensio disguises himself as another tutor to Bianca. Lentz
brings to the role superb acting as well as intriguing parody.
Lentz is a first-year MFA student and a graduate of the
University of Kansas.
Although all of the actors in "The Taming of the Shrew" are
amazing, the show is brought to another level with the acting
of Michael Nichols, who portrays Petruchio. Petruchio,
learning of Katherina's father's wealth, declares his intent to
marry Katherina. Furthermore, Petruchio feels that he will
tame Katherina's shrewish personality as well as receive a
great dowry from her father. Nichols' performance is tremen
dous, commandeering the stage and keeping the audience on
the edge of their seats. He brings a new angle to the role.
Through every step of his taming of Katherina, the audience
rides right along with him, experiencing his every emotion
and action as if they were their own. Nichols is in his second
year as an MFA student and has been on stage in many other
Old Globe/MFA works, including 'The Recruiting Officer,"
"The Winter's Tale" and "Macbeth." Nichols makes your
visit to Sacred Heart Hall worth your while.
"The Taming of the Shrew" will continue running through
Dec. 6. Tickets are available at the UC Box Office.

Announcement

Seasons of
Love
by George C. Ramirez
Special to the VISTA

This Sunday, Dec. 6, at 2:30 p.m., Musical
Theatre/Opera Workshop will present "Sea
sons of Love" at Shiley Theatre under the
direction of Jack Lasher. Consisting of love
songs from various Broadway musicals, the
performance will show the musical progress
of a love affair, from pre-meeting to mar
riage.
Musical Theatre/Opera Workshop was
added as an elective to the Fine Arts curricu
lum in the fall of 1990. The two-hour class,
which meets once a week on Tuesday nights,
is open to anyone whoshows interest in vocal
and theatrical performance. Depending on
the vocal abilities and personalities of each
new class, Director Jack Lasher chooses a
variety of appropriate songs which are pre
sented at the end of each semester.
Past performances have included musical
selections from various Broadway shows and
operas. This year, assisted by students Am
ber Gunn and Katie Wilson, Lasher devel
oped a program that shows a love affair as it
progresses in its five stages.
The songs for this semester's program
were selected from "South Pacific," "The
King and I,""Brigadoon,s' "West Side Story"
and "Oklahoma." With a total of 45 songs
and many hours of rigorous rehearsal, Musi
cal Theatre Opera V rkshop will showcase
the talents of Lashe
diverse group of stu
dent vocalists.
"Seasons of Love" will be the perfect es
cape from those dreary Sunday study ses
sions. The music will warm the heart, ease
the mind, and tickle the funnybone. If one of
your favorite love songs is not included, it
doesn't really exist
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The Choir is sounding great this semester under new director Ron
Gillis. He has chosen some beautiful music that will provide a
counterpoint to the Advent readings. And did you see the Choral
Scholars at Homecoming? They're having an awesome term under
director Rot Campbell, and are looking forward to sharing their love
of music with you in the chapel. Their version of The Christmas Song
is sure to put you in the holiday spirit. Bring a friend!
Tickets available at the UC box office, or at the door.
General Admission $7, Faculty/Staff $5, Seniors/Students $3
JJ

MUSIC and DANCING •begins at 8pm»

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They'd want
you to be in good company.
Ask for an Apple'Macintosh computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who've discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster. That's because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you've learned
one, you're well on your way to learning them all. The advantages
of Macintosh don't end when school does. In fact, the majority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers! So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put
at the top of your holiday gift list.

Hi' iili

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.
For more information please visit the

USD Bookstore
or call 260-4552

Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm, Friday, 9am-4pm Saturday, 9am-4pm
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark, and Windows a
trademark, of Microsoft Corporation. 'Based on a survey conducted by Computer Intelligence, 1991.

